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ABSTRACT
Employee Perceptions of Managers Who Express Anger:
Could a High Quality Relationship Buffer Women from Backlash?
Avina Gupta

The purpose of the current study was to examine if a high-quality manager-employee
relationship could buffer female leaders from the negative perceptions and retaliatory
actions they tend to receive for expressing anger. Research has shown that female leaders
who express anger at work violate the stereotype that women should be warm and
communal and are therefore punished, whereas male leaders who express anger reinforce
the stereotype that men should be strong and leader-like and are thus rewarded for
expressing anger. Female leaders who have a high-quality relationship with their
employees may have fulfilled the implicit gender role expectation that they are warm and
communal, which may buffer them from being penalized for expressing anger. As male
leaders are not punished for expressing anger, it was proposed that quality of relationship
was unlikely to have the same buffering effect, as there is no backlash to buffer against.
While results showed that female leaders who express anger received more negative
ratings than male leaders who express anger, contrary to expectations, quality of
relationship behaved as a ‘buffer’ for both male and female managers. In addition,
participant gender was shown to have an important effect on perceptions of managerial
anger expression. Ratings by male participants revealed that while quality of relationship
buffered both male and female managers who expressed anger, it ‘boosted’ ratings of
male managers whom male participants rated more favorably in terms of competence and
backlash, than female managers. Ratings of female participants showed that quality of

relationship only served as a buffer for female managers (and not male managers) on
ratings of competence, as hypothesized. However, for female participants, quality of
relationship did not buffer against backlash for either male or female managers. In
addition, female participants were more likely to demonstrate backlash toward female
managers than male managers, regardless of quality of relationship. Implications for
research and practice are discussed.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
Every real leader knew that the occasional outburst of unexplained anger was good . . .
—Tom Wolfe, A Man in Full
The protagonist in Tom Wolfe’s novel, a wealthy business tycoon who has lost
much of the power he spent his life amassing, reflects aloud his belief that expressions of
anger can be used to bring power and status to the anger expressor (Tiedens, 2001).
Research has confirmed that in the workplace, anger is regarded as a high status emotion
in that high status workers, such as leaders, are granted the right to express anger, while
lower status workers are not (Sloan, 2004; Tiedens, 2001). However, the acceptance of
anger from high status workers seems to apply to male but not to female leaders (Lewis,
2000; Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008). Employee reactions to leader anger have been shown
to differ significantly depending on the gender of the leader: male leaders are rewarded
for expressing anger (Lewis 2000; Tiedens, 2001; Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008), while
female leaders face severe “backlash” (Rudman, 1998), which includes both social and
economic penalties (Brescoll, 2012). Wolfe’s title, ‘A Man in Full’, thus captures a
striking workplace paradox: while anger can be used to increase perceptions of power
and status, this applies only to male leaders, as female leaders who express anger are
often perceived to be incompetent and “out of control” (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008, p. 2).
Studies have attributed the markedly different reactions to anger expressed by
male and female leaders to prescriptive gender stereotypes (Heilman, 2001), which
dictate that women should be warm and communal, while men should be decisive and
agentic (Bakan, 1966). In addition to prescriptive stereotypes dictating that women
“should” be kinder, more helpful, and more concerned for others than men, the “should
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not” aspect of the same prescriptive stereotype strongly prescribes that women should not
act in an aggressive, forceful, independent or decisive manner, the very traits prescribed
to and rewarded in men (Heilman, 2001). Thus female leaders who express anger at work
directly violate the female prescriptive stereotype and are punished, whereas male leaders
who express anger fulfill the male prescriptive stereotype and are rewarded (Brescoll &
Uhlmann, 2008). While a number of studies have clearly demonstrated that women who
violate gender stereotypes in the workplace face severe backlash (Rudman & Fairchild
2004; Okimoto & Brescoll, 2010; Moss-Racusin & Rudman, 2010), few, if any, have
focused on how female leaders may counter backlash for expressing anger in the
workplace. This study aims to further understand the impact of gender stereotypes on
employee perceptions of leader behavior, in particular, the perception of female leader
behavior. As Carli (1999) notes, differences in employees’ perceptions of men and
women as agents of influence in the workplace have serious consequences for women in
leadership roles. The current study, which examines perceptions of leader anger
expression, may help uncover a possible factor that may buffer female leaders from the
backlash they receive for expressing anger in the workplace.
Notably, the majority of research exploring the impact of status and gender on
perceptions of leaders who express anger has been conducted outside of primary work
relationships, in which there is little familiarity between the two parties, the individual
expressing anger and the individual receiving or perceiving the anger (Lewis, 2000;
Tiedens, 2001; Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008). While previous studies include work on
employee perceptions of CEOs who express anger (Lewis, 2000; Brescoll & Uhlmann,
2008) and on perceptions of politicians and job candidates who express anger (Tiedens,
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2001), these studies have focused on assessing “first impressions” rather than perceptions
that exist within an ongoing, dynamic relationship. The majority of the relationships that
have been used to examine perceptions of anger could be viewed as secondary as
opposed to primary relationships, in terms of the amount of interaction between the anger
expressor and the individual perceiving the anger. In contrast, little work has been done
to examine the impact of gender in high familiarity contexts in which the anger expressor
and the target of the anger are known to each other. The manager-employee relationship
is a primary work relationship, in which there is often a high degree of familiarity and
interaction between the two parties (Hogan, Raskin & Fazzini, 1990). Notably, this
relationship has been referred to as possibly the most central dyadic unit in the
organization (Dienesch & Liden, 1986). The frequent exchanges that result from the close
working nature of the manager-employee relationship have been linked to increased
episodes of anger and negative emotion (Glomb, 2002). Conversely, increased contact
and familiarity have also been linked to increased liking, trust and confidence in one’s
manager (McAllister, 1995). This suggests that this primary work relationship may serve
as a particularly relevant context in which to examine perceptions of managerial anger
expression.
As previously mentioned, the majority of research on perceptions of workplace
anger expression has focused on impression formation on the part of perceivers
interacting with an unfamiliar target (Fiske, 1993; Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008). These
studies have concluded that stereotypes play a prevalent role in the process of impression
formation and have consequentially sought to identify factors that would counter a
perceiver’s tendency to stereotype (Fiske, 1993). These studies have shown that female
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managers with whom employees are unfamiliar are penalized for expressing anger
(Lewis, 2000; Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008). What is less clear and has yet to be examined
is whether female managers with whom employees have a pre-existing relationship
would suffer the same penalties for expressing anger at work. A preliminary study by
Gupta and Block (2011), which examined the impact of familiarity on perceptions of
managers who express anger within the manager-employee relationship, found that
increased familiarity buffered female mangers from backlash for expressing anger, while
increased familiarity did not significantly impact perceptions of male managers who
expressed anger. The study was however, unclear as to the precise mechanism that
accounted for the buffering mechanism, whether it was the marker of time, or some other
factor that participants associated with familiarity that ultimately buffered the female
manager in the pre-existing relationship condition from backlash for expressing anger.
While a increased familiarity within a relationship may increase the degree of trust within
a relationship, which may then serve as a buffer, the direction of the impact of familiarity
is unclear; an individual may, over time, recognize that trust in a leader is in fact,
unwarranted (Dirks & Ferrin, 2002). While a pre-existing relationship appeared to buffer
female managers who expressed anger from backlash, it is uncertain whether both good
and bad familiar relationships would have a similar buffering effect.
Related to the familiarity effect, a number of recent studies have shown that a
high-quality manager-employee relationship buffered professional women against both
age and gender stereotypes (Heijden, Scholarios, Schoot, Jedrzejowicz, Bozionelos,
Epitropaki, … & Hiejde, 2010; Fonken, 2011). The researchers (Heidje et al., 2010;
Fonken, 2011) suggest that increased interaction and high-quality exchanges between a
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supervisor and subordinate may act as a buffer against the negative perceptions
professional women face in terms of age and gender stereotypes.
A female manager who has established a high-quality relationship with her
employee may have fulfilled the gender stereotyped expectation that she is warm and
supportive, which may buffer her from retaliation and denigration for expressing anger,
whereas a female manager who does not have a high-quality relationship with her
employee may have failed to meet this expectation, in which case there would be nothing
to buffer her from receiving backlash for expressing anger. Thus, perhaps it is not simply
familiarity that acts as the critical buffer for female managers who express anger, but
rather a high-quality relationship, which may serve to satisfy the prescriptive stereotyped
expectation of women as warm and communal (Bakan, 1966). It appears that a highquality relationship may be of particular importance for female managers as compared to
male managers, as a high degree of liking and affective trust may prevent female
managers from being perceived as incompetent and out of control when they express
anger at work, whereas male managers are not punished, but rather are rewarded for their
expression of anger at work. It is likely that male managers who have established a highquality relationship with their direct reports will be better liked on an interpersonal level,
and thus be perceived less negatively for expressing anger than male managers who have
a low-quality relationship with their employees. However, a high-quality relationship is
unlikely to provide a “buffer” against negative sanctions for anger expressed by
professional men as compared with professional women, simply because male managers
are not punished to the same extent as female managers are for expressing anger at their
employees.
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For managers, and in particular for direct supervisors, who hold a unique position
of power over their employees, gender has a secondary impact on perceptions of
managerial anger expression. Previous research has established that perceptions of
managerial power are strongly influenced by gender stereotypes. Compared to male
leaders, female leaders are often expected to provide and have significantly greater access
to personal resources in the form of mentorship, care, and personal attention (Johnson,
1976; Carli, 1999). In contrast, male leaders are expected to provide and have been
shown to possess significantly greater access to concrete resources than female leaders.
This has been linked to the perception that male leaders possess significantly more expert
and reward power and have greater access to lucrative projects and important social
contacts than their female counterparts (Carli, 1999; Timberlake, 2005; Johnson, 1976).
A high-quality relationship may confirm that a female manager is both warm and
communal (thus satisfying prescriptive gender role stereotypes) and that she has the
ability and more importantly, the intentions, to provide the personal resources that her
employees expect from her, even in the face of an anger transgression. Whereas in a lowquality relationship, anger expressed by a female manager may highlight her lack of
warmth (violating the prescriptive gender role stereotype that women not be angry) while
highlighting her inability or unwillingness to provide personal resources in the form of
warmth, mentorship, care, and personal attention, thus increasing the likelihood of
negative perceptions and retaliatory actions.
In comparison, while anger may also threaten the concrete (as opposed to the
personal) resources that male managers are expected to provide their employees, anger
may not directly threaten concrete resources to the same extent as it may threaten
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personal resources (Johnson, 1976). Concrete resources, such as the provision of
technical expertise, access to social contacts and lucrative project opportunities (expected
more from male than female managers) are under less direct threat from anger expression
than are personal resources (expected more from female than male managers) such as
personal warmth, care, guidance and compassion, which would be difficult to attain from
a manager who has just expressed anger. In addition, not only are men not punished for
expressing anger; often they are expected to and rewarded for expressing anger, as
expression of anger by men is often seen as confirmation of the stereotype that a male
leader is agentic and competent.
The current study examined the possibility that employees who experience anger
expressed by female managers would be more likely to perceive the anger as directly
threatening the personal resources they expected from their female managers, compared
to employees who experienced anger expressed by male managers to see if they would be
less likely to perceive the anger as directly threatening the concrete resources that male
mangers are expected to provide (Johnson, 1976). The current study proposed that anger
threatens managerial resources to a different extent for female and male managers, which
may help to explain why female managers receive backlash for expressing anger,
whereas male managers do not. The study also proposed that female managers with highquality relationships would be less likely to have their expression of anger seen as
threatening the personal resource their employees expect them to provide. The study
postulated that perhaps the existence of a high-quality manager-employee relationship
would provide employees with a foundational basis to expect that their female manager
was both able and willing to provide the personal resources expected of her (Johnson,
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1976; Carli, 1999, 2001). Whereas a high-quality relationship may decrease the threat to
personal resources expected of female managers, thus buffering them for expressing
anger, the study postulated that this difference would not be found for male managers
who express anger, as the concrete resources male managers are expected to provide are
not threatened to the same extent when male mangers express anger towards their direct
employees as personal resources are when female managers express anger towards their
direct reports.
Thirdly, the current study proposed that gender role stereotypes would impact
perceptions of managerial anger expression through attributions employees implicitly
used to explain the anger. Literature on gender stereotypes has revealed that most
individuals, both male and female, hold a steadfast belief that women are, on average,
much more emotional than men (Plant, Hyde, Keltner, & Devine, 2000). This has been
labeled as one of the strongest gender stereotypes that people hold (Plant et al., 2000).
One author has gone so far as to label this belief the “master gender stereotype” (Shields,
2005, p. 7). Barrett and Bliss-Moreau (2009) have shown that strong emotions expressed
by women are frequently perceived to be intentional and controllable whereas strong
emotions expressed by men are generally attributed to external factors such as job stress
and pressure from superiors (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008).
In their seminal study on gendered perceptions of workplace anger, Brescoll and
Uhlmann (2008) demonstrated that backlash for managerial anger expression ultimately
boiled down to attribution of anger. By providing an external attribution (explanation) for
anger expressed by a female professional, they showed that the backlash effect was
eliminated (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008). Providing an external attribution for anger
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expressed by a professional male made no significant difference in terms of how he was
perceived. This provides further evidence that emotions expressed by men are often
attributed to external factors to begin with (Barett & Bliss Moreau, 2009). Backlash for
anger expression is often based on internal attributions or explanations that blame the
anger expressor, which may help explain why female managers tend to receive more
backlash for expressing anger than male managers. A high-quality relationship, in which
both the manager and employee have invested in the relationship, may provide
employees with the needed motivation to attribute a female manager’s anger to external
circumstances, in order to save the relationship (McAllister, 1995; Zajonc, 1981),
whereas employees who have a low-quality relationship with their female manager may
not have this additional motivation and may thus be more likely to attribute her anger to
internal factors, which may then lead to increased negative perceptions and retaliatory
actions against the female manager for her expression of anger. As emotions expressed
by men are often externally attributed, a high-quality relationship may not have a
significant buffering effect for men, as there is often nothing to buffer against.
This study seeks to assess the impact of manager gender and quality of the
manager-employee relationship on employee perceptions of managers who express anger.
Based on established gender role stereotypes, this study proposed that anger expressed by
female managers would lead to violations of gender stereotypes, threaten managerial
resources and result in internal attributions for anger, all of which would result in
increased backlash and negative perceptions. In addition to gaining a deeper
understanding of the key mechanisms that lead to backlash for female managerial anger,
we proposed to examine whether a high-quality relationship could possibly buffer female
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managers from the backlash they tend to receive for expressing anger. We proposed that
a high-quality manager-employee relationship, based on high affective trust, may have
satisfied the overall perception of female managers as warm and communal, as being
willing and able to provide personal resources and as being important enough to the
employee to motivate an external attribution for their expression of anger, thus
potentially buffering female managers from backlash. As male managers tend not to be
punished for expressing anger, are not expected to provide personal resources (to the
same extent as female managers), and often have their emotions externally attributed or
explained away, the study proposed that a high-quality manager-employee relationship
would not have a significant buffering effect for men, as there is likely nothing to buffer
against.
In essence, this study sought to discover if female managers could use what they
are already ‘stereotypically good at’, namely developing strong relationships, based on a
high degree of affective trust, as their first line of defense against the backlash they
typically receive for expressing anger at work.
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CHAPTER TWO
Literature Review
Anger, Status and Gender at Work
Research has shown anger to be a status emotion, in that high status workers, such
as managers, are granted the right to express anger at work, while lower status workers
are not (Sloan, 2004; Conway, DiFazio & Mayman, 1999). As high status workers,
managers are not only expected to, but are often given additional latitude to express anger
towards their subordinates (Sloan, 2004; Conway et al., 1999; Tiedens, 2001), whereas it
is much less permissible for subordinates to express anger towards their managers (Sloan,
2004). An experiment by Sloan (2004) showed that workers who were angry with their
boss (a higher status other) were significantly less likely to express their anger directly
than were workers who were angry with a subordinate (a lower status other). This pattern
is consistent with the argument that negative emotion tends to flow down the status
hierarchy (Clark, 1990; Hochschild, 1979, 1983; Lively, 2000; Pierce, 1995). In another
set of experiments, Tiedens (2001) showed that in the absence of relative status
information, an individual who expresses anger is seen as or assumed to be powerful and
competent. Status is thus thought to be interconnected with the experience and expression
of anger, and individuals appear to be cognizant of this relationship, especially in the
workplace (Sloan, 2004).
However, while higher status members in the workplace are granted the right to
express anger; research has shown that this does not apply equally to men and women
(Lewis, 2000; Domalgaski & Steeleman, 2007; Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008). Research
has shown that while male leaders may benefit significantly from expressing anger at
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work, female leaders are often severely punished for expressing anger at work (Brescoll
& Uhlmann, 2008). Brescoll and Uhlmann’s study (2008) revealed that female leaders
who expressed anger were seen as significantly less competent and deserving of
significantly lower wages than male managers who expressed anger. The research
indicates that female managers must contend with a difficult workplace paradox: while
anger is often viewed as the marker of a strong, competent leader, female leaders who
express anger are overwhelmingly perceived to be incompetent and “out of control”
(Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008, p.2).
In a study in which participants were asked to rate potential new hires who either
expressed anger or neutral emotion during a job interview, men who expressed anger
were more likely to get hired compared to women who expressed anger. Strikingly,
results from this study showed that men who expressed anger were preferred as potential
hires to men who expressed neutral emotion (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008). In addition to
being conferred elevated status, men who expressed anger were allotted a higher salary
than men who expressed neutral emotion (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008). In contrast to
being rewarded for expressing anger in the workplace, as their male counterparts are,
Brescoll and Uhlmann (2008) showed that professional women who expressed anger
experienced a decrease, rather than an increase in perceived status. In addition to being
accorded lower status and significantly lower wages, women who expressed anger at
work had to contend with the perception of being less competent than angry men and
unemotional women (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008). In a second experiment in the same
study, participants were asked to assign salaries and rate the competence level of an
angry or unemotional male or female job candidate, applying for the role of either CEO
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or assistant trainee. In sharp contrast to the outcomes for men, women who expressed
anger were assigned a significantly lower salary in both the CEO and assistant trainee
roles than women who expressed neutral emotion during the job interview. One of the
more startling outcomes of this study was the finding that participants rated the angry
female CEO as significantly less competent than all of the other targets, including the
angry female trainee (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008). These findings imply that status
actually has the opposite effect for women as compared to men, when applied to
perceptions of anger in the workplace. High status women appear to be penalized to a
much greater extent than low status women for expressing anger, while this is not the
case for men, as male leaders tend to be rewarded for expressing anger. The implications
are clear: female leaders who express anger at work face severe social and economic
penalties that include being perceived as “out of control” and incompetent, in addition to
be subject to lower wages, decreased status and decreased opportunities for promotion
and advancement (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008, p. 2; Rudman & Glick, 2001; Brescoll,
2011; Okimoto & Brescoll, 2010). The evidence thus far is clear, professional women in
leadership roles face a significant paradox in that anger can serve as a powerful tool to
achieve status for men, but not for women, who must behave calmly and contain their
anger if they are to be seen as rational, competent and deserving of their leadership roles
(Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008). Rudman and her colleagues (Rudman, 1998; Rudman &
Fairchild, 2004) have aptly named the social and economic penalties professional women
face for behaving in a self-promoting or agentic manner (congruent with the prescriptive
male stereotype), the ‘backlash effect’.
It is important to note that both male and female participants were represented in
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the study discussed above (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008) and that both male and female
raters penalized women for expressing anger at work. This is important to note, as
research on gender issues are often implicitly and inaccurately framed in adversarial
terms, categorically pitting males against females. While some studies indicate that men
and women have different means of construing gender and gender roles (Schein, 2007),
outcomes have been inconclusive in terms of clearly indicating that either men or women
discriminate significantly more against women in managerial roles, and in particular
against female managers who express anger at work (Tavris, 1989). On one hand, men
have been shown to hold more robust managerial gender stereotypes, construing
leadership in more masculine terms and displaying greater approval of and desire for
traditional gender roles, certainly where workplace leadership is concerned (Eagly, Karau
& Makhijani, 1995; Schein, 1993, 2007). However studies have also shown that women
construe women’s anger as much more offensive and inappropriate than men do and that
women judge other women who defy gender stereotypes at work more harshly than men
do (Kreamer, 2011). Therefore, it is an oversimplification, and an inaccurate one at that,
to frame the issue in terms of males against females or to say that it is mainly men
discriminating against women. As research has shown, both men and women hold robust
gender role stereotypes and both genders display tendencies and heuristics that
discriminate against female leaders who express anger in the workplace (Kreamer, 2011).
Figure 1: Main Effect of Manager Gender
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H1: Female managers who express anger will be perceived more negatively and
experience more retaliatory actions than male managers who express anger
Potential Buffer from Backlash: The Moderating Effect of a High-Quality Relationship
While there has been a significant amount of research on anger expression in the
workplace, much of this research has focused on the expression of anger within
secondary relationships at work, in which there is little interaction or familiarity between
the two parties. For example, prior studies have examined perceptions of CEOs who
express anger (Lewis, 2000; Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008) as well as perceptions of
politicians and job candidates who express anger (Tiedens, 2001). The majority of these
relationships could be viewed as `secondary’ as opposed to `primary’ relationships in
terms of the amount of interaction and the potential they contain for an ongoing, dynamic
relationship to develop between the two parties. In contrast, little work has been done in
high-familiarity contexts in which the anger expressor and the target of the anger are
known to each other due to a preexisting relationship. Furthermore there is little extant
literature on perceptions of anger expression within the manger-employee relationship;
this relationship has been shown to be one of the most significant workplace relationships
in terms of employee engagement (Hogan, et al., 1990; Dienesch & Liden, 1986). The
close working nature of the manager-employee relationship lends itself to frequent
exchanges and interactions, which have been linked to increased episodes of anger and
negative emotion (Glomb, 2002). Conversely, increased contact and familiarity have
been linked to increased liking, trust and confidence in one’s manager (McAllister,
1995), which makes the manager-employee relationship a particularly relevant context in
which to study the perception of anger expression.
While existing research on the perception of workplace anger expression, which
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has been conducted within secondary relationships, shows that female leaders with whom
perceivers are unfamiliar, face severe backlash for expressing anger (Lewis, 2000;
Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008), it is less clear whether female leaders with whom perceivers
have a preexisting relationship will receive the same degree of backlash for expressing
anger. To explore this possibility, we conducted a preliminary study to examine the
impact of familiarity on perceptions of anger expression within the manager-employee
relationship and found that increased familiarity did buffer female managers for the
backlash they typically receive from employees for expressing anger (Gupta & Block,
2011). In this study, in which managers were depicted as expressing anger in all
conditions, participants who were asked to assume the role of a company employee, rated
female managers with whom they were unfamiliar, as being more hostile, less likeable
and less desired as a boss than female mangers with whom they had a pre-existing
relationship. The pre-existing relationship between female managers and their employees
appeared to buffer them from negative perceptions for expressing anger, while this
difference was not found between male managers who did and did not have a preexisting
relationship with their employees (Gupta & Block, 2011). Participants in the familiarity
condition were told that they had known and worked with their manager for five years,
while participants in the non-familiarity condition, were told that they had only known
and worked with their manager for a short amount of time and that they did not know
him/her very well (Gupta & Block, 2011). The study was however, unclear as to the
precise mechanism that accounted for the buffering mechanism, whether it was the length
of the relationship (five years), or some other factor that participants associated with
familiarity that ultimately buffered female managers in the pre-existing relationship
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condition. While research has shown that the length of a relationship, or familiarity, may
affect the level of trust within a relationship (which may then serve as a buffer), the
direction of the impact is unclear, as individuals may over time recognize that trust in a
leader is in fact, unwarranted (Dirks & Ferrin, 2002). While a pre-existing relationship
appeared to buffer female managers who expressed anger from backlash, it is uncertain
whether both good and bad familiar relationships would have a similar buffering effect.
An exploration of possible buffering mechanisms related to familiarity, revealed
several studies which cited the relationship between familiarity and trust as a possible
explanation for the buffering effect (McAllister, 1995; Lewicki & Bunker, 1996; Dirks &
Ferrin, 2002). These studies showed that increased familiarity was linked to increased
trust, affiliation and liking (McAllister, 1995; Lewicki & Bunker, 1996), which were
shown to provide a buffer against incidental transgressions that occurred within a hightrust relationship (McAllister, 1995; Zajonc, 1981). Lewicki and Bunker (1996) have
suggested that increased familiarity represents deeper levels of trust that have developed
over time, largely as a function of the history of interaction between the two parties
(Dirks & Ferrin, 2002). However, others have stated that familiarity can also lead to a
lack of trust within an existing relationship, as an individual may, over time, recognize
that trust in the relationship is unwarranted (Dirks & Ferrin, 2002). Perhaps then, it is not
precisely familiarity that acts as the key buffering mechanism for female managers who
express anger, but rather the quality of the manager-employee relationship. In essence,
whether a female manager is buffered for expressing anger at her employee may be a
question of whether the employee perceives the relationship to be good or bad. Research
indicates that perceptions about the quality of one’s relationships are often based on the
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level and type of trust that exists within the relationship, which is about more than simple
familiarity or length of a relationship (Dirks & Ferrin, 2002).
Two recent studies showed that a high-quality manager-employee relationship
buffered professional women against negative age and gender stereotypes (Heijden, et al.,
2010; Fonken, 2011). Heijden et al. (2010) examined the effect of the quality of the
supervisor-employee relationship on the link between age dissimilarity and supervisor
ratings of performance. A high-quality relationship was found to moderate the effects of
age dissimilarity on supervisory ratings, demonstrating that a high-quality relationship
buffered older working women from age-related stereotypes (Heijden et al., 2010). A
study by Fonken (2011) also demonstrated that a high-quality relationship buffered older
working women from negative age-related stereotypes as well as self-rated performance
and turnover intentions. In her study, Fonken showed that a high-quality manageremployee relationship significantly increased self-rated performance and decreased
turnover intentions in older working women who had a high-quality relationship with
their manager as compared to older working women who had a low-quality relationship
with their manager. Both studies demonstrated the buffering power of a high-quality
manager-employee relationship against negative stereotypes (Heijden et al., 2010;
Fonken, 2011), a finding that had significant implications for the current study.
Both Heijden et al. (2010) and Fonken (2011) used Leader-Member Exchange
theory (LMX) to differentiate between high and low quality manager-employee
relationships. LMX is a relational theory of leadership where a high-quality manageremployee relationship is defined as a relationship that has developed beyond the formal
description of the employee contract (Liden, Sparrowe & Wayne, 1997) and is
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characterized by emotional support, trust and respect (Dienesch & Liden, 1986; Hui, Law
& Chen, 1999). In contrast, a low-quality manager-employee relationship is defined as a
relationship based strictly on the requirements of the employee contract, which
consequentially operates on a model of economic exchange and transactional agreements
(Blau, 1964), and is characterized by low trust, low interaction, and low support
(Gerstner & Day, 1997). A role-making model of the leader-member relationship process
(Graen & Scandura, 1987) has been widely accepted as descriptive of the interactions
between managers and employees that develops early on and shapes the quality of the
relationship. According to the role-making model, once a high-quality relationship
develops, it remains fairly stable over time (Bauer & Green, 1996; Dienesch & Liden,
1986; Liden, Wayne, & Stillwell, 1993).
Heijden et al. (2010) proposed that the central tenant of LMX is that a manageremployee relationship that has developed beyond the employee contract will result in
more positive interactions than a manager-employee relationship that is based strictly on
requirements of the employee contract. The researchers suggest that it is conceivable that
increased interactions and high-quality exchanges between a supervisor and subordinate
may act as a buffer against the negative effects of age and gender stereotypes on
performance ratings (Heijden et al., 2010). They proposed that a higher amount of
individuated knowledge about staff members and closer interpersonal ties between
supervisors and their subordinates would increase motivation to engage in individuated
processing, thereby reducing potential stereotyping of the offensive act, in this case, the
expression of anger by female managers (Bauer & Green, 1996; Dienesch & Liden, 1986;
Mayer, Davis & Schoorman, 1995).
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LMX is one of the most well-researched and well-established theories of
relational leadership, and differs from leadership theories which categorize a leader’s
behavior as being similar across all followers, which does not account for the dynamic
nature of the manager-employee relationship (Graen & Scandura, 1987; Dienesch &
Liden, 1986). While LMX is a widely researched and applied theory used in
organizational research, there is an issue of inconsistency concerning the perspective
from which LMX measures are attained (Brower, Schoorman, & Tan, 2000). LMX
measures can be taken from two separate and unique perspectives: that of the manager
(leader) and that of the employee (member). In general, LMX measures tend to be taken
from the employee’s perspective, and because LMX is an exchange theory of leadership,
measures from the manager’s perspective are rarely obtained, as reciprocity is assumed.
Reciprocity within the LMX framework is not only assumed, it is in fact a central tenant
within the LMX construct (Brower et al., 2000). Thus, according to the majority of LMX
studies, measures of the employee perspective of the quality of the relationship should
theoretically be the same as measures of the manager’s perspective of the quality of the
relationship. However, in actuality, when studies have compared the manager’s
perspective with the employee’s perspective, there has been little agreement between the
two measures (Gerstner & Day, 1997; Graen & Scandura, 1987).
In an attempt to maintain the richness and uniqueness of LMX theory while
acknowledging the limitations of the exchange theory, scholars have turned to trust and in
particular, interpersonal trust, as a conceptual framework from which to reexamine many
basic assumptions about the core human relationships within an organization (Lewicki &
Bunker, 1996). Scholars propose that integrating the trust and LMX literatures will
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further the understanding of the manager-employee relationship and thus the field of
relational leadership (Brower, et al., 2000). This body of research suggests that the trust
literature can be used to shed light on relational leadership by clarifying some of the
difficulties that have plagued the LMX literature. In addition, the LMX literature serves
to inform the field about trust in hierarchical relationships within the workplace context
(Brower et al., 2000). Scholars maintain that the most important aspect of each theory
requiring further examination specifically is the construct which defines the quality of the
relationship between the two individuals, in this case, the manager and his or her
employee. Brower et al. (2000) state that by fitting the conceptual assumptions of the
trust model to the empirical results found in the LMX domain will reconcile what have
been identified as critical discrepancies between LMX theory and results. In short, the
empirical evidence obtained from LMX studies have displayed greater consistency when
they were based on predictions from trust theory than from LMX theory itself (Brower et
al., 2000).
In comparison to LMX theory, the literature on trust within hierarchical
workplace relationships is not based on assumptions of reciprocity, and clearly
acknowledges that the manager’s trust in his or her employee is a different measure than
the employee’s trust in his or her manager (Brower, et al., 2010; Mayer, et al., 1995).
Within this body of literature, trust is seen as a perception held by the trustor, rather than
as an objective reality (Mayer et al. 1995). Because trust is a subjective rather than
objective construct, the measure of trust depends greatly on the focal person, the trustee,
or the individual ‘doing the trusting’ (Mayor et al., 1995). Recently, several articles have
integrated the trust literature to clearly identify the conditions upon which interpersonal
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trust is built (e.g.; Mayer et al., 1995; McAllister, 1995; Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard &
Werner, 1998).
In their review of trust from a multi-disciplinary perspective, Rousseau, Sitkin,
Burt, & Camerer (1998) indicated that the distinction between calculus-based trust and
relational trust (Lewicki & Bunker, 1996) is of critical importance. Calculus-based trust
is defined as a transactional, economic calculation that involves weighing the outcomes
from sustaining a relationship relative to the costs of severing it (Lewicki & Bunker,
1996). By comparison, relational trust derives from repeated interactions over time
between the trustor and trustee. Relational trust is thus based on information made
available to the trustor from within the relationship itself (Rousseau et al., 1998).
Rousseau et al. (1998) referred to the primary role of emotion as it enters the manageremployee relationship, stating that emotion then leads to the formation of attachments
within this relationship, which is based on reciprocated interpersonal care and concern
(McAllister, 1995). It is for this reason that scholars often refer to this form of trust as
“affective trust”, a term coined by McAllister (1995). Continued cycles of exchange and
risk-taking within the relationship, as well as the successful fulfillment of expectations,
helps to strengthen the willingness of the parties within the dyad to rely upon each other
and to expand the resources brought into the exchange (Rousseau et al., 1998). In
Lewicki, Bies & McAllister’s framework (1998), relational trust entails not only a belief
in the positive intentions of the trustee (in this case the manager) but also in the absence
of negative intentions on part of the trustee, giving rise to a high trust/low distrust
condition. Increased interdependence within a positive manager employee relationship is
likely to increase over time as new opportunities and initiatives are pursued. The dynamic
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of relational trust includes the potential for expansion or contraction where experiences
over time can escalate positive beliefs regarding the intention of the other, or, conversely,
exacerbate negative beliefs (Lewicki et al., 1998; Sitkin & Roth, 1993, in Rousseau et al.,
1998).
Whereas calculus-based or cognitive trust (McAllister, 1995) is relatively
circumscribed and limited, relational or affective trust involves a broader array of
resource exchange (including socio-emotional support) and entails a greater level of faith
in the positive intentions of the other party (McAllister, 1995; Lewicki & Bunker, 1996;
Mayer et al., 1995; Rousseau et al., 1998). In light of a transgression or breach of trust,
researchers have shown the distinction between cognitive and affective trust to be a
significant one, showing that exchanges based on cognitive trust are more likely to be
terminated once a violation has occurred, whereas exchanges characterized by affective
or relational trust are significantly more resilient (McAllister, 1995; Lewicki & Bunker,
1996; Rousseau et al., 1998).
Given that robust gender stereotypes dictate that women should be warm and
nurturing (Bakan, 1966; Heilman, 2001), a high-quality relationship, characterized by a
high degree of affective trust may help cement the notion that a female manager is warm
and caring, even in the case where she expresses anger towards her employee (Zajonc,
1981; Lewicki, et al., 1998). The perception of established warmth and affective trust
may then potentially buffer her from backlash for expressing anger in the workplace. In
contrast, a familiar manager-employee relationship characterized as a low-quality
relationship, though familiar, may not buffer female managers who express anger at their
employees from being perceived negatively and retaliated against. Thus, perhaps it is not
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simply familiarity that acts as the critical buffer for female managers who express anger,
but rather a high-quality relationship based on affective trust. Research has shown that
unmet expectations can be managed when relational trust exists (McAllister, 1995;
Zajonc, 1981), suggesting that affective, or relational trust may be a key mechanism
through which female managers are buffered from negative stereotypes for expressing
anger. A high-quality manager-employee relationship may motivate or enable employees
to see a transgression of anger on part of their manager as behavior that is atypical or
unlikely of a manager who generally demonstrates warmth and support. As male
managers are not punished for expressing anger, quality of relationship may not
significantly impact how employees’ perceive male managers who express anger, but it
may be of particular importance for female managers, who do tend to be perceived
negatively for expressing anger. Therefore, a high-quality manager-employee relationship
may prevent female managers from being perceived as incompetent and out of control for
expressing anger toward their employees, while a high-quality relationship is unlikely to
significantly influence perceptions of male managers who express anger.
Figure 2: Moderation of Quality of Relationship
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H2a: Female managers with a low-quality relationship who express anger will be
perceived more negatively and will receive more retaliatory actions than female
managers with a high-quality relationship who express anger
H2b: Male managers with a low-quality relationship who express anger will not be rated
differently on negative perceptions and retaliatory actions than male managers with a
high-quality relationship who express anger
Why Female Managers Are Punished for Expressing Anger: Mediating Relationships
The remaining portion of the literature review will serve to expand on the three
proposed mediators, which may serve to increase our knowledge and understanding of
why female managers are punished for expressing anger. Each of the three mediators
serve as conceptual extensions from research conducted on the influence of gender role
stereotypes on the relationship between managerial gender and perceptions of managerial
anger. Gender role stereotypes will thus continue to serve as a key conceptual mediator in
the overall theoretical model. The three proposed mediators include, 1) violations of
gender role stereotypes, 2) threats to managerial resources, and 3) attributions for anger
expression.
Violations of Gender Role Stereotypes
Social role theory may help explain the underlying mechanism for the backlash
against professional women who express anger at work. Social role theory is founded on
the premise that we create socially shared expectations of people in certain social
positions or social categories (Eagly, 1987), and helps explain why male managers are
rewarded for expressing anger while female managers are punished. Social role theory
delineates that gender roles are constructed from a set of consensual beliefs about the
attributes of men and women (Eagly, 1987). Important in the conceptualization of social
role theory is the idea that roles encompass two kinds of expectations or norms for each
gender. These expectations translate into two types of stereotyping mechanisms:
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descriptive and prescriptive stereotypes (Heilman, 2001). Descriptive stereotypes indicate
what men and women are like, while prescriptive stereotypes dictate what men and
women should be like. In numerous research studies, gender stereotypes have centered on
the premise that women are and should be communal and that men are and should be
agentic (Bakan, 1966, Eagly, 1987).
There is a great deal of overlap between the content of the prescriptive and
descriptive elements of gender stereotypes, in that the behavior that is prescribed is
directly related to the attributes that are positively valued and that thus fit the descriptive
stereotype for each gender (Eagly, Mladinic & Otto, 1991). To illustrate, the communal
traits for which women are so positively valued, for example, their warmth, kindness and
concern for others (Heilman, 2001) are a central part of their “shoulds” (Eagly et al.,
1991). However gender stereotypes also include norms based on the “should nots” for
both men and women. Typically it is those behaviors that are associated with the opposite
gender that are seen as incompatible with the desired behavior for one’s own gender
(Heilman, 2001). Therefore, in addition to prescriptive stereotypes dictating that women
ought to be kinder, more helpful, and more concerned for others than men, the “should
not” aspect of the same prescriptive stereotype strongly prescribes that women should not
act in an aggressive, forceful, independent and decisive manner, the very traits prescribed
to and rewarded in men (Heilman, 2001).
Women who show competence in the workplace, a trait traditionally associated
with men as well as the roles men occupy in society (leader, boss, CEO), fail to conform
to the prescriptive stereotype of being kind and communal, thereby eliciting a great deal
of disapproval and punishment from perceivers (Heilman, 2001; Eagly & Karau, 2002).
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Successful women in the workplace are often described as being interpersonally hostile,
are disliked, personally derogated, and are often referred to as “bitches” and “ice queens”
(Heilman, Block, Martell & Simon, 1989). If this is what happens to women who show
competence in a leadership role in the workplace, it is not difficult to imagine the
penalties women receive for expressing anger at work, a behavior that is in absolute
violation of the prescriptive stereotype ascribed to them (Heilman, 2001; Brescoll &
Uhlmann, 2008). The weight of violating this norm can be understood by looking to role
congruity theory, which reaches beyond social role theory to consider the congruity (or
incongruity) between gender roles and leadership roles (Eagly & Karau, 2002).
Role congruity theory applies social role theory to leadership roles (Eagly &
Karau, 2002), illustrating that the stereotype of women as kind and communal is
inherently incongruent with the stereotype of an effective leader. Effective leaders are
expected to be bold, decisive, confident and strong (Schein, 1973; Heilman, et al., 1989),
traits that are congruent with the male stereotype (Schein, 1973; Schein & Davidson,
1993). Therefore when thinking of female leaders, one is required to resolve largely
divergent expectations about leaders and women, whereas when thinking about male
leaders, there is much less cognitive demand in that one need only combine highly
congruent expectations of the male gender role with expectations of a leadership role
(Eagly & Karau, 2002). Research has shown that women who fulfill their leadership roles
in a particularly dominant, assertive, directive, or self-promoting style deviate even
further from the behavioral norms expected of women (Eagly & Karau, 2002), thus
furthering the gap between expectations of women and expectations of leaders, leading to
more negative perceptions of women (Eagly & Karau, 2002). This holds particularly true
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for women who express anger at work (Tiedens, 2001; Lewis, 2000; Brescoll &
Uhlmann, 2008).
In addition, research has shown that women are seen as relatively less effective in
leadership roles to the extent that these leadership roles are defined in predominantly
masculine terms. Research by Eagly and Karau (2002) showed that women were seen as
substantially less effective than men in the military, a male-dominated profession, but
modestly more effective than men in the domains of education, government, and social
service. In this study, women fared particularly well in effectiveness, relative to men, in
mid-level leadership roles, as opposed to line or supervisory roles. This finding is
consistent with the definition of middle management as requiring interpersonal skills in
the communal repertoire (Paolillo, 1981), making it more acceptable for a woman to be
seen in a middle management role as opposed to a senior management role (Catalyst,
2011, 2013). The stereotypical belief that women should not express anger appears then,
to be particularly robust in contexts, roles and organizations that are strongly male
identified, and that explicitly clash with the traditional communal roles deemed
appropriate for women (Gibson, Schweitzer & Callister, 2009).
It is important to note that while a woman’s anger appears to be penalized in a
professional work context, it may not be as definitively and routinely punished in other
settings (Eagly & Mladinic, 1993; Eagly, Karau & Makhijani, 1995; Kring, 2000; Tavris,
1989). While research on the perception of women who express anger in personal
contexts, such as with family members or close friends is scarce, research has shown that
women themselves tend to feel more comfortable expressing their anger in more personal
contexts, as compared to work contexts with colleagues, supervisors and direct reports
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(Kring, 2000; Tavris, 1989). Women tend to feel more comfortable expressing anger to
their romantic partners, children and close friends, whereas men feel more comfortable
and are more likely to express anger towards strangers as compared to those with whom
they have close relationships (Tavris, 1989). Women have been shown to display just as
much, if not more aggression then men in the context of intimate relationships and in
particular, with family members (Gelles & Straus, 1988). A study on domain-specific
anger expression and subjective work stress showed significantly different results for
men and women in terms of their expression of anger, depending on the context in which
the anger was expressed (Bongard & al’Absi, 2003). When women expressed anger in a
workplace setting, their stress levels were significantly higher compared to men who
expressed anger in the workplace. In a follow-up study conducted on German nurses,
female nurses reported more open anger expression at home compared with their male
counterparts who had a tendency to display more open anger expression at work
(Bongard & al’Absi, 2005). The prescriptive stereotype that women should not express
anger is therefore somewhat relaxed within a more personal context, where emotional
display rules are more tolerant of women’s expression of anger, such as at home and
within an intimate relationship (Ekman, 1974; Tavris, 1989).
However in the workplace, the expectations are clear, women and in particular
women in positions of power should not express anger, as this runs counter to the
prescriptive stereotype that women should be warm and communal (Heilman, 2001;
Eagly, et al., 1991). Women who violate this prescriptive stereotype at work have been
shown to receive severe consequences and penalties (Rudman & Glick, 2001; Brescoll &
Uhlmann, 2008). However a possible buffer from backlash may come in the form of
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female managers who have a high-quality relationship with their employees as compared
to female managers who have a low-quality relationship with their employees. Whereas
female managers who express anger within a low-quality relationship may highlight a
lack of warmth and communality, and thus violate the prescriptive gender stereotypes for
women, female managers who express anger within a high-quality relationship may not
receive the same detrimental perceptions, as these women have conferred with the
prescriptive stereotype that, in general, they are warm and communal. Thus a highquality relationship may serve to buffer women from backlash, even in the face of an
anger transgression. In comparison, expression of anger by men is highly congruent with
the prescriptive gender stereotype that men should be agentic (Heilman, 2001; Eagly &
Karau, 2002). Male managers who express anger are not violating the prescriptive
stereotype that they should be directive and agentic, thus quality of relationship is
unlikely to significantly impact employee perceptions of male managers who express
anger.
Figure 3: Mediated Moderation of Quality of Relationship and Violations of Gender
Stereotypes
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H3a: Female managers with a low-quality relationship who express anger will be rated
higher on violating gender role stereotypes than female managers with a high-quality
relationship who express anger
H3b: Male managers with a low-quality relationship who express anger will be rated no
differently on violations to gender role stereotypes than male managers with a highquality relationship who express anger
H3c: For managers who express anger, the greater the ratings of perceived violations to
gender role stereotypes, the greater the ratings of negative perceptions and retaliatory
actions
Threat to Managerial Resources
Research has clearly established that gender stereotypes impact perceptions of
workplace behavior and that, in the case of managerial anger expression, the gender of
the anger expressor plays a particularly meaningful role (Lewis, 2000; Brescoll &
Uhlmann, 2008). While women are punished for expressing anger, men are often
rewarded (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008). Female managers who have established a highquality relationship with their employees, based on high affective trust, may have
satisfied the overall expectation that they will behave in a warm and caring manner, a
notion that may persist in the face of an incident of anger, thus creating a buffer against
the backlash women tend to receive for expressing anger (McAllister, 1995). In
comparison, anger expressed by female managers within a low-quality relationship based
on low affective trust with their employees, may serve to highlight the lack of warmth
and care that is expected from female managers, increasing the likelihood that they will
receive backlash for their expressions of anger (Rudman, 1998).
For managers, who hold a unique position of power over their employees, the
buffering effect of a high-quality relationship may be understood in a more complex
manner. The power that managers hold over employees may be seen as a series of
implicit or explicit negotiations and exchanges, which rests ultimately upon resources and
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access to these resources (Lips, 1990). In the workplace, power is exercised through the
control and exchange of resources, with managers being seen as the primary gatekeepers
of the resources employees need and rely upon (Farmer & Aguinus, 2005). The
importance of managerial access to workplace resources and the ability and willingness
of a manager to provide his or her employees with these key resources can be viewed as a
measure of modern day survival for employees (Farmer & Aguinus, 2005). In addition to
being an achievement-context, the workplace is seen as an utility serving environment, in
that employees go to work with the explicit understanding that they will be compensated
for their time, effort and their skilled labor. Work is where resources are collected and
secured; by maximizing these resources, employees not only ensure their survival but can
also aspire to thrive (Cuddy, Fiske & Glick, 2004). The perceptions employees form of
their manager’s access to and intention to provide resources have strong implications for
employees’ personal safety, identity and notions of survival (Farmer & Aguinus, 2005).
Not surprisingly, research has shown that employee perceptions of managerial power
greatly influence employee attitudes towards their managers; these attitudes include
perceptions of managerial trustworthiness, satisfaction with one’s manager, as well as
LMX quality and development (Farmer & Aguinus, 2005). Employees are well aware of
the positional power their managers hold over them, and they often pay close attention to
their immediate supervisors actions, intentions and abilities (Fiske, 1993). Based on this
knowledge and awareness, employees form an assessment of the resources that appear to
be available to or under their direct manager’s control (Farmer & Aguinus, 2005).
What is often less explicitly acknowledged is the key role that gender stereotypes
play in forming employee expectations of the types of resources that their managers can
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provide them with, (Carli, 1999, 2001; Johnson, 1976). While we have discussed the
notion that anger expressed by female managers directly violates prescriptive stereotypes
of women, gender has a secondary impact on perceptions of managerial anger expression
for managers, as managers hold a particularly unique position of power over their
employees. In a paper linking sex-role stereotypes to power, Johnson (1976)
differentiated between two main types of resources that are of particular importance
within organizations: personal resources that “depend on a personal relationship, such as
liking or approval” (p. 101) and concrete resources, “those which are independent of
relationships” (p. 101) such as control over money and knowledge (Johnson, 1976).
Johnson states that with respect to American society, men have significantly greater
control over concrete resources such as money, knowledge and physical strength than
women do (Domhoff, 1970; Bird, 1971). Millett (1970) pointed out that men maintain
control over the highest positions in American institutions of strength (US Army), wealth
(banks and financial institutions) and learning (educational institutions) (Johnson, 1976).
Recent research by Catalyst (2011, 2013) confirms a similar landscape today in terms of
gender and power. Lips (1990) writes that “not only are women and men expected to use
power differently, they actually do use it differently. . .” (p. 66). Thus even forty years
after Johnson’s initial study on the influence of gender and access to resources (1976),
the current reality has not changed. Male managers have greater access to concrete
resources than female managers do, and are thus expected to provide concrete resources
to their employees. Female managers are seen as possessing personal resources to a
greater extent then male managers do and are thus expected to provide personal resources
to a greater extent than male managers (Johnson, 1976; Lips., 1990).
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Johnson (1976) as well as recent research by Carli (1999, 2001) used French and
Raven’s (1959) typology of social power to further understand gender differences in
power and social influence in the workplace (Carli, 1999). French and Raven (1959)
identified five different sources of power used to exert social influence (Carli, 1999),
which included reward, coercive, expert, legitimate and referent power (French & Raven,
1959). According to French and Raven’s (1959) model, the extent to which a person may
be influenced by another individual depends on the relationship between the two
individuals and in particular the way one individual perceives the other (Carli, 1999). An
individual possesses reward power when the other person believes that he or she can
provide them with desired rewards, and coercive power when he or she believes that the
other can punish him or her. Individuals are perceived to have expert power when they
are perceived as having expertise or knowledge in a specific domain. An individual
possesses legitimate power to the extent that others believe that he or she has the right to
exert influence over them or others. Finally individuals who are perceived as being able
to provide interpersonal warmth, care, guidance and support are seen as possessing
referent power (Carli 1999).
As referent power is relationship-dependent (Johnson, 1976; Lips, 1990) and
because a person’s referent power depends on how much others like and want to
associate with him or her, those possessing referent power should be seen as possessing
the communal traits that are more typically associated with women than with men (Carli,
1999; 2001). In contrast, expert and reward power are not relationship-dependent
(Johnson, 1976), but are linked more closely with intelligence, strength and possession
(Lips, 1990). Thus it follows that personal resources have been used as a measure of
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French and Raven’s referent source of power and concrete resources have been used as
measure of expert and reward power (Johnson, 1976; Carli, 2001).
Interestingly, research has also shown that, whereas women are often penalized
for displaying confidence and expertise related to expert power, men are not prohibited
from using referent power (Carli, 1999, 2001). However, male managers do not often
experience any particular advantage when they use referent power, compared with when
they use expert or reward power (Carli, 1999, 2001). As men possess more expert power
than women do, they, unlike women, are not penalized for displaying competence,
assertiveness or leadership (Carli, 1999, 2001). Women, on the other hand, receive
relatively favorable evaluations when they exhibit behavior that conveys referent power,
such as when women express warmth, agreeableness or lead in a democratic manner
(Carli, 1999). Conversely, women receive extremely unfavorable evaluations when they
display emotions antithetical to warmth and care, such as anger (Carli, 1999). In other
words, a man can influence others even when they do not particularly like him, but a
woman “must be likeable to be influential” (Carli, 2001, p. 734). A main advantage of
French and Raven’s model of power (1959) is that it acknowledges that power can be
based on the need or desire to maintain relationships and not just on the possession of
external status or tangible resources (Carli, 1999). Referent power, specifically “is highly
personal and based on feelings of identification with the other” (Carli, 1999, p. 83).
For a female manager who has developed a high-quality relationship with her
employee, the high affective trust in the relationship may satisfy her employee’s
expectations that overall she is both able and willing to provide the personal resources
that she is expected to provide, as dictated by prescriptive gender role stereotypes
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(Heilman, 2001; Eagly & Karau, 2002), which then buffer her from backlash when she
expresses anger. For a female manager who has a low-quality relationship with her
employees and does not have the benefit of high affective trust to buffer her, her anger
transgression may serve to highlight and remind employees of her lack of warmth and her
inability or unwillingness to provide personal resources, thus increasing the likelihood
that she will receive backlash for expressing anger. Male managers however, are
generally not punished for expressing anger, nor are they expected to provide personal
resources to the same extent as female managers (Johnson, 1976; Carli, 1999). Male
managers are instead expected to provide their direct reports with concrete resources born
of their expert and reward power (Johnson, 1976), and while being the recipient of anger
from one’s manager is likely to be unpleasant across all contexts, anger expressed by
male managers does not directly threaten concrete resources to the same degree that it
threatens personal resources. It is quite possible to express anger and yet provide access
to projects, networks and technical expertise, but it is much more difficult to express
anger and still be seen as warm, caring and supportive on an interpersonal level. Thus
anger directly threatens the personal resources female managers are expected to provide
their employees to a much greater extent than anger threatens the concrete resources male
managers are expected to provide their employees.
Anger expressed by female managers threatens the prescriptive stereotype that
they ought to be warm and communal. Anger expressed by female managers who are
seen as holding a unique position of power over their employees also threatens the
personal resources that female mangers are expected to provide their employees. A
female manager with a high-quality relationship may have confirmed that she is generally
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warm and communal, fulfilling the prescriptive stereotype as well as confirming that she
is both able and willing to provide the warmth, guidance and support expected of her
(Johnson, 1976; Carli, 1999, 2001). In the case of female managers who express anger
within a low-quality relationship, their anger will have violated both the general
prescriptive stereotype, and the personal resources that their employees expect from them
will be under a high level of threat, increasing the likelihood that these women will
receive more backlash for expressing anger, than women who expressed anger within a
high-quality relationship context. In comparison, as expression of anger neither threatens
the male prescriptive stereotype that men should be agentic (Heilman, 2001), nor is the
expression of anger a significant threat to employee perceptions of male managers’
ability to provide concrete resources, a high-quality manager-employee relationship is
unlikely to have a significant impact on employee perceptions of male managers who
express anger.
Threats to managerial resources, which are different for male and female
managers may then significantly impact how employees perceive the expression of
managerial anger, making it easier and more normative to punish anger expressed by a
female manager with whom employees have a low-quality relationship as compared to
anger expressed by a female manager with whom employees have a high-quality
relationship. By comparison, male managers are not punished for expressing anger, nor
are they expected to provide personal resources to the same extent as female managers,
therefore quality of relationship is less likely to significantly impact employee
perceptions of male managers who express anger. Gender stereotypes thus impact
employee perceptions of managers who express anger through two significant, but
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distinct mechanisms. First, gender stereotypes dictate that women who express anger
violate the prescriptive stereotype that women should be warm and communal. Secondly,
as managers hold a unique position of power over their employees, gender has a
secondary impact on perceptions of managerial behavior, through perceptions of
managerial power, which are predicated on implicit notions of the distinct resources that
male and female managers are able to and expected to provide their employees (Carli,
1999, 2001). As a result, different behaviors are used to convey power and influence for
male managers as compared to female managers (Carli, 1999; 2001; Johnson, 1976).
Figure 4: Mediated Moderation of Quality of Relationship and Threats to Resources

H4a: Female managers with a low-quality relationship who express anger will be
rated higher on threats to personal resources than female managers with a highquality relationship who express anger
H4b: Male managers with a low-quality relationship who express anger will be rated
no differently on threats to personal resources than male managers with a highquality relationship who express anger
H4c: For managers who express anger, the greater the ratings of threats to personal
resources, the greater the ratings of negative perceptions and retaliatory actions
H4d: Managers with a low-quality relationship who express anger will be rated no
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differently on threats to concrete resources than managers with a high-quality
relationship who express anger
H4e: For managers who express anger, ratings of threats to concrete resources will
not be significantly related to ratings of negative perceptions or retaliatory actions
Attribution of Anger
Attributions for anger expression have been shown to be a key mediating factor in
terms of who is and who is not punished for expressing anger (Brescoll & Uhlmann,
2008). In particular, how the anger incident is classified by perceivers is particularly
important in terms of whether a female manager is buffered or punished for her
expression of anger (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008). Attribution theory indicates that the
attribution an employee assigns to the experienced destructive behavior, in this case, the
manager’s expression of anger, depends on the reason and meaning the employee
attaches to the manager’s angry behavior (Weiner, 1985). If the offensive act (manager’s
anger) is seen as unintended, and is explained away by external circumstances such as
stress or demands from external sources (such as the manager’s own supervisor or
outside pressures), rather than internal factors (such as personality or personal will), an
external as opposed to internal attribution will likely be made for the manager’s
expression of anger. If the anger is attributed externally, both the manager and the
relationship are more likely be buffered (Rusbult, 2000).
Research has shown that gender stereotypes significantly impact the attribution of
emotion and help explain the relationship between gender and the backlash female
managers receive for expressing anger (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008). Women are
supposed to be kind and communal; they are not supposed to express anger, especially in
the workplace (Heilman, 2001). In addition, when women express strong emotions, their
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emotions are frequently perceived to be intentional and controllable (Barrett & BlissMoreau, 2009). Anger expressed by women is often stereotypically ascribed to internal
characteristics stemming from something “deep and inherent” within the woman herself
(Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008, p.272; Barrett & Bliss-Moreau, 2009), whereas anger
expressed by men is generally attributed to external factors such as job stress and
pressure from superiors (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008). The belief that women are more
emotional than men has been referred to as one of the strongest gender stereotype people
hold (Plant, Hyde, Keltner, & Devine, 2000). Shields (2005) has even labeled this belief
the “master gender stereotype” (p. 12). Brescoll and Uhlmann (2008) demonstrated the
critical impact attributions have on perceptions of professional women who express
anger, by showing that simply providing employees with a clear external attribution for a
professional woman’s expression of anger mitigated the typical backlash she received for
expressing anger, as compared to when no such attribution was provided. Men on the
other hand, were not punished for expressing anger either with or without the provision
of an explanation for their anger. Thus an external attribution for anger expression has
been shown to reduce the penalties women receive for counterstereotypical behavior,
such as anger expression in the workplace (Heilman & Okimoto, 2007; Brescoll &
Uhlmann), whereas an external attribution for a man’s expression of anger does not seem
to have a significant influence or buffering effect, as emotions expressed by men are not
typically internally attributed to begin with (Barrett & Bliss-Moreau, 2009).
Attribution theory also helps explain how the quality of the manager-employee
relationship can impact whether or not a woman receives retribution for expressing anger
at work. A high-quality relationship based on a high degree of affective trust (McAllister,
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1995), is often resilient to transgressions, such as the expression of anger by one’s
manager. As Zajonc indicated, referring to the robustness of a high-quality relationship
based on affective trust, “once formed, an evaluation is not easily revoked . . . Affect
often persists after a complete invalidation of its original cognitive basis” (1980, p. 157).
Holmes and Rempel (1989) observed that as affective trust develops, key attributions,
such as, “This colleague genuinely cares about me,” become incorporated into a stable
and global picture of a person’s motives. In time, ascribed motives are taken as
permanent and left unquestioned, even in the face of disconfirming evidence. Significant
transgressions are therefore often discounted in advance or explained away (McAllister,
1995). Thus, a high level of affective trust, present in a high-quality manager–employee
relationship, may help buffer a female manager from being negatively perceived, as it
may allow her employees to discount or explain away her expression of anger rather than
attribute the anger to something “deep and inherent” internal to the female manager
herself (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008, p. 272). In addition, data from Nisbett, Caputo,
Legant, and Marecek (1973) showed that the better one knows the target of his or her
attributions (in this case the manager), the more likely one is to account for the target’s
behavior by attributing the behavior to a situational cause rather than assigning an
internally motivated attribution. A female manager who expresses anger within the
context of a low-quality manager-employee relationship, expresses anger within the
context of a relationship that is characterized primarily by an absence or lack of affective
trust. Thus, her expression of anger is more likely to be internally attributed and seen as
intentional and controllable that stems from within her personally. A female manager
who expresses anger within a low-quality relationship lacks the high-quality relationship
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or affective trust that may buffer her from the internal attributions typically assigned to
female emotional expression (Barrett & Bliss-Moreau, 2009; Brescoll & Uhlmann,
2008). If an internal attribution is made for her expression of anger, she is more likely to
be punished for her expression of anger and as a consequence, is more likely to be seen as
incompetent, unlikeable and interpersonally hostile towards her employees (Brescoll &
Uhlmann, 2008).
While a high-quality relationship based on affective trust will buffer a female
manager from the negative consequences she may typically receive for expressing anger,
quality of relationship will not have the same impact on male managers who express
anger, as the consequences for male managers who express anger are markedly different
than for female managers who express anger (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008). Men are not
typically punished for expressing anger, nor are their emotional expressions generally
attributed to internal factors. Male managers are in fact, known to be rewarded for
expressing anger in the workplace (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008) and their emotions are
often attributed to external rather than internal factors (Barrett & Bliss-Moreau, 2009).
Anger expressed by male leaders is thus seen as inherent and necessary to the role of
leadership, as taken up by men. Male anger is tends to be externally attributed, and is
often explained as resulting from forces and pressures outside of the actual individual
himself (Barrett & Bliss-Moreau, 2009).
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Figure 5: Mediated Moderation of Quality of Relationship and Anger Attributions

H5a: Female managers with a low-quality relationship who express anger will be
rated higher on internal attributions than female managers with a high-quality
relationship who express anger
H5b: Male managers with a low-quality relationship who express anger will be rated
no differently on internal attributions than male managers with a high-quality
relationship who express anger
H5c: For managers who express anger, the greater the ratings of internal
attributions, the greater the ratings of negative perceptions and retaliatory actions
In summary, based on gendered expectations of men and women in the
workplace, female managers who have a high-quality relationship, based on high
affective trust, with their employees, will be buffered from backlash for expressing anger
as: 1) prescriptive gender stereotypes dictate that women should be warm and not agentic,
thus anger expressed by female managers is seen as gender and role incongruent, and
often results in punishment (thus there is something to buffer against); 2) the personal
resources employees expect female managers to provide are derived directly from
interpersonal aspects of the manager-employee relationship and are thus less threatened
in a high-quality as compared to a low-quality relationship; 3) as female emotional
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expression is often internally attributed, a high-quality relationship is more likely to allow
employees to externally attribute or explain away anger expressed by a female manager.
In comparison, female managers who have a low-quality relationship with their
employees, based on low affective trust, will be more likely to receive backlash for
expressing anger as they are lacking the three main buffering mechanisms proposed to
shield female managers who have a high-quality relationship with their employees. The
first buffering mechanism for female managers who express anger within a high-quality
relationship is based on the general perception that they are warm and caring, which is
congruent with the prescriptive stereotype for women (Heilman, 2001). Female managers
who express anger within a low-quality relationship are less likely to have established the
perception that they are warm or caring, which violates the prescriptive stereotype for
women (Heilman, 2001). In fact, anger expressed by female managers within a lowquality relationship only serves to highlight the absence of warmth and communality in
the relationship, increasing the likelihood of backlash and negative perceptions. The
second buffering mechanism builds on the first. Female managers who have established a
high-quality relationship are likely to be perceived as warm and communal, which may
contribute to the perception that, despite their expression of anger, they are generally able
and willing to provide the personal resources expected of female managers (Johnson,
1976; Carli, 1999). In contrast, anger expressed by female managers within a low-quality
relationship highlights the lack of warmth and care within the manager-employee
relationship. Anger expressed by a female manager within this low-quality relationship
context may then also indicate that female managers who did not establish high-quality
relationships with their employees are neither able nor willing to provide the personal
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resources expected of women in managerial roles (Johnson, 1976; Carli, 1999). The third
and last buffering mechanism resulting from a high-quality relationship is based on the
notion that a high-quality relationship, based on high-affective trust is more likely to
result in employees making external rather than internal attributions for the anger
expressed by their female managers with whom they have a high-quality relationship. In
contrast, a female manager who expressed anger within a low-quality relationship is more
likely to have her anger internally attributed, as female emotional expression tends to be
internally attributed (Barrett & Bliss-Moreau, 2009) and female managers who have a
low-quality relationship with their employees lack the buffer of a high-quality
relationship based on high-affective trust. Thus it is much more likely that a female
manager with a low-quality manager-employee relationship will receive backlash for her
expression of anger as compared to a female manager with a high-quality relationship.
For male managers who express anger, quality of relationship (as based on high or
low affective trust), is less likely to have a significant effect on employee perceptions as:
1) prescriptive gender stereotypes dictate that men should be agentic and not warm, thus
men are not typically punished for expressing anger, but are in fact often rewarded, 2) the
concrete resources employees expect male managers to provide are not as dependent on
the affective nature of the interpersonal manager-employee relationship to the same
extent as personal resources are, and are thus less likely to be threatened, 3) male
emotional expression is often externally attributed to begin with (Barrett & Bliss-Moreau,
2009).
Therefore, when examining the dynamics of managerial anger expression within
the context of the primary manager-employee relationship, it is proposed that a high-
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quality relationship based on high affective trust may buffer female managers from
negative consequences for expressing anger, whereas female managers who express
anger within a low-quality relationship are more likely be punished. By contrast, it is
expected that a high quality manager-employee relationship will neither buffer nor harm
male managers who express anger, as there is likely nothing in particular to buffer
against. This relationship is proposed to be mediated by 1) violations to gender role
stereotypes, 2) threats to managerial resources and 3) attributions for anger.
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CHAPTER THREE
Methodology
Participants and Design
Study participants consisted of 311 individuals, obtained through an online
snowball sampling method, also referred to as a convenience sampling method.
Participants consisted of individuals working in a diverse range of white collar fields
including: consulting, finance, education, health, government and psychology-related
fields. 118 additional participants began the survey but did not complete it, resulting in a
completion rate of 72%. Attrition was equal across all four of the experimental
conditions. Of the 311 participants who completed the survey, 229 were female (74%)
and 82 were male (26%). Participants’ average age was 36.1 years (SD = 10.51). One
hundred and ninety-eight participants identified as Caucasian (63%), 51 as Asian
(16.4%), 19 as mixed race (6.1%), 16 as Hispanic (5.1%), 13 as Black (4.2%), and 22 as
other (7.1%). At the time of the survey, 225 participants reported residing in the United
States (72.3%), 41in Canada (13.2%), 38 in Western Europe (12.2%), and less than 1%
each in Australia (n=5), China (n=1) and Tanzania (n=1). Participants reported having an
average of 12.4 years (SD = 9.83) of work experience. Twenty-six (8.3%) participants
indicated that their highest level of education obtained was a doctoral degree, 146 (47%)
a masters or other post graduate professional degree, 129 a bachelors degree (41.5%) and
10 (3.2%) a high school degree. At the time of the survey, 171 participants (55%) were
employed full-time, 89 (28.6%) participants were employed part-time and 51 (16.4%)
were not employed. The sample consisted of 212 participants who reported having some
management experience (68%) and 99 participants (32%) who reported having no
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management experience. Participants who reported having had some management
experience reported having an average of 6.6 years (SD = 7.12) of management
experience
This study was a 2 x 2 between subjects factorial design with independent
variables of manager gender (male, female) and quality of relationship (high-quality,
low-quality) between the manager (a fictitious character displayed in the vignette) and the
participant (asked to assume the role of an employee for the purpose of the vignette).
Participants were randomly assigned to each of the four conditions.
Procedure
Participants received an electronic message (email) inviting them to participate in
an online survey. The email indicated that the study would take 15 minutes to complete
and that participants would be able to enter a draw for ten $25 Visa Gift Card prizes to
thank them for their time and participation. The email contained a link that led to the
survey, which was created and maintained on Qualtrics.com.1 The link first took
participants to an online informed consent form which contained the researchers’ full
name and contact information as well as the contact information of and study protocol
number issued by the Internal Review Board (IRB) at Teachers College, Columbia
University. The informed consent form outlined the minimal risks and benefits that were
associated with participating in the study and informed participants that their data would
be kept anonymous and confidential. Finally the informed consent page explained to
participants that the current study was part of a program of research on impressions of
managers in the workplace, that it was not a test and that there were no right or wrong
1

Research has shown that web-based surveys have been found to be psychometrically equivalent to paperand-pencil surveys (Booth-Kewely, Edwards, & Rosenfield, 1992).
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answers (see Appendix A for a screen by screen view of Experimental Procedures). At
the bottom of the informed consent form, participants were asked if they consented to
participate in the research study. Participants who clicked on the link, “No”, indicating
that they did not consent to take the survey, were directed to a page that thanked them for
their time and then disconnected them from the survey. Participants who clicked on the
link “Yes”, affirming their consent to participate, were directed to the beginning of the
survey.
Participants who consented to participate in the survey were directed to a screen
titled Instructions, where they viewed information that explained that they would be
given a workplace scenario in which they would be asked to place themselves in the role
of an employee interacting with his or her manager. These materials were modified from
a prior study conducted by Gupta and Block (2011). Participants were told that after
reviewing materials on the background of the organization and the manager that they
were said to be working for, that they would be asked for their impressions of the
manager depicted in the scenario.
Participants were then directed to a screen titled Background Information, which
gave them information about the name and background of the organization they were said
to be working for (Wade Financial) as well as the name of their manager, (Jennifer or
John), and their role in the company (that of a consultant within the Leadership
Development team at Wade Financial). An organizational chart was included below this
descriptive paragraph. The organizational chart contained the name and position of the
manager in the scenario (Jennifer or John) and also indicated the position of the employee
in the scenario, a role which participants were asked to assume. The organizational chart
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was included to give participants a clear representation of the hierarchical yet primary
and direct relationship that existed between the manager in the scenario and the
participant (in the role of employee at Wade Financial).
The next screen was titled Friday Morning at Wade Financial, and was intended
to situate participants within the context of the role-play and to provide them with a cover
story for the manipulation of the quality of relationship variable. On this page,
participants were told that it was just before noon on Friday morning, and that they were
scrolling through their emails when they happened across an email from an old friend
named Pat. Pat had inquired about a job opening in the participant’s department at Wade
Financial, a position that would also be reporting to the participant’s manager in the
scenario, Jennifer (John). Participants were told that they had previously composed a
short email reply to Pat, describing their relationship with their manager, Jennifer (John).
On the following screen participants were shown an email, which they were told they had
written to Pat. This email served as the manipulation for the quality of relationship
variable. Details of the contents of this email are contained in the manipulation section of
this chapter.
Participants were then presented with a scenario titled Friday Afternoon at Lunch,
which depicted the participant in his or her role as an employee at Wade Financial,
checking email while finishing lunch. At the end of this short vignette, participants were
told that they had just received an email from their manager, Jennifer (John) that was
marked “urgent”.
On the following screen, participants were shown an email from Jennifer (John),
which stated that one of the projects that the participant had been working on was not
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going well and that they were requested to attend an emergency meeting to discuss
making changes to the project immediately after lunch.
The last and final screen in the vignette was titled, The Meeting with Jennifer
(John). In this vignette, participants were shown having an in-person interaction with
their manager, Jennifer (John). In this meeting scenario, the manager, Jennifer (John) was
shown displaying direct anger towards the participant (in his/her role as an employee)
over the disappointing results of the project. Across all conditions, the manager, Jennifer
(John) was depicted as displaying anger, both verbally, as well as physically, by
“slamming the door”, using an “angry tone of voice”, “banging her/his fist on the table”
and “raising her/his voice”. Finally the manager in the scenario, Jennifer (John) was
shown to be expressing the fact that she (he) was “upset” and that she (he) “must see
immediate improvement in the employees performance”.
After the last vignette, participants were instructed to complete a number of
measures using Likert-scales. Upon completion of the survey participants were directed
to a page, in which they received an ‘end of survey’ message which confirmed that they
had completed the survey. The end of survey message thanked participants for their time
and participation and provided them with a debriefing summary as well as the
researcher’s email address, to be used if they required further information about the
study. Participants were also informed that they were eligible to enter a draw to win one
of ten $25 VISA Gift cards. Participants were asked to take note of a unique user code
generated by the Qualtrics program, which they would be required to input into a separate
website that would decouple their contact information (email address) from their survey
results in order to enter them in the draw for the gift cards.
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Experimental Manipulations
Manager gender.
The manager’s gender was manipulated by the name of the manager: Jennifer
Waller or John Waller, which represented a female and male manager respectively. These
names were pretested to be equivalent in likability and recognizability in previous
research on gender stereotypes (Moss-Racusin, Dovidio, Brescoll, Graham &
Handelsman, 2012). In addition, a number of other studies manipulated gender by
utilizing well-known and easily recognizable male and female names (Heilman &
Okimoto, 2007; Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008). The manager’s name, Jennifer (John) was
included in the organizational chart, as part of the background information materials
presented to participants, as well as throughout the various vignettes.
Relationship Quality.
The quality of the manager-employee relationship was manipulated by varying
the level of affective trust between the manager, Jennifer (John) and the employee (the
participant). This manipulation was based on McAllister’s cognitive and affective trust
scales (1995). McAllister distinguished between cognitive and affective trust, showing
that cognitive trust is based on patterns of economic exchange and on expectations of job
requirements, whereas affective trust is based on mutual respect, concern, liking, care and
consideration for the other party (1995). As the current study was primarily concerned
with assessing the impact of affective trust, we wanted to set a baseline of fairly high
cognitive trust across the experimental conditions. This was done by establishing that the
manager in each condition was a responsible person who was able to fulfill his or her
basic job obligations. Items related to cognitive trust were thus kept consistent across all
conditions, and were shown as being relatively high across all conditions. Items related to
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affective trust, which is associated with care and concern for the other party (employee),
were manipulated to create the high and low quality relationship conditions. The actual
manipulation of high or low affective trust was achieved via a cover story in which
participants wrote about their relationship with their manager, Jennifer (John) to a friend
named Pat. Participants were told that to assume the role of a consultant who worked for
a large financial consulting firm called Wade Financial. Participants were then told that
their friend Pat had recently inquired about a job opening in the participant’s department,
a role which also reported to the participant’s direct manager, Jennifer (John) Waller.
Participants in the high-quality relationship condition were told that they had sent the
following email to help Pat assess whether or not to apply for the job:
Dear Pat,
I’m glad you wrote to ask me what it’s like to have Jennifer (John) as a boss
before you apply for the position on our team. I’d describe Jennifer (John) as
someone who is professional, prepared and dedicated to her (his) job. She (He) is
pretty careful and organized in her (his) work and most of the other managers
seem to respect her (him) and trust her (him) to get the job done. I would describe
my personal work relationship with Jennifer (John) by first saying that I feel
comfortable sharing my ideas with her (him) and that she (he) seems pretty
comfortable doing the same with me. I can talk openly with Jennifer (John) about
work problems and she (he) always listens to me. I know that if I shared my
problems with Jennifer (John), she (he) would respond in a constructive and
caring way. I would be disappointed if one of us was transferred and we couldn’t
work together anymore. In addition to having a functioning work relationship, I
feel like Jennifer (John) really cares about and supports me as a person. I hope
this information has been helpful. Let me know if there’s anything else I can do to
help, and good luck with the job search Pat.
Participants in the low-quality relationship condition were told that they sent the
following email in order to help Pat assess whether or not to apply for the job:
Dear Pat,
I’m glad you wrote to ask me what it’s like to have Jennifer (John) as a boss
before you apply for the position on our team. I’d describe Jennifer (John) as
someone who is professional, prepared and dedicated to her (his) job. She (He) is
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pretty careful and organized in her (his) work and most of the other managers
seem to respect her (him) and trust her (him) to get the job done. I would describe
my personal work relationship with Jennifer (John) by first saying that I don’t feel
comfortable sharing my ideas with her (him) and that she (he) doesn’t seem
comfortable sharing with me either. I don’t feel that I can talk openly with
Jennifer (John) about work problems and she (he) doesn’t really listen to me
anyway. I know that if I did share my problems with Jennifer (John), she (he)
wouldn’t respond in a constructive or caring way. I wouldn’t really be
disappointed if one of us was transferred and we couldn’t work together anymore.
While we have a functioning work relationship, I don’t feel like Jennifer (John)
really cares about and supports me as a person. I hope this information has been
helpful. Let me know if there’s anything else I can do to help, and good luck with
the job search Pat.
Dependent Measures
Dependent variables were based on eight measures which were further separated
into four measures which assessed employee perceptions of managers who express anger
and four measures which assessed retaliatory actions employees intended to engage in,
against managers who express anger (see Appendix B for a list of Dependent Measures).
Perceptions of Managers
Perceptions of managers were assessed using scales measuring competence,
likeability, boss desirability and interpersonal hostility.
Competence. The competence scale (α = .79) consisted of three bi-polar adjective
items (competent - incompetent, effective - ineffective, productive - unproductive), which
were used as a scale in previous research (Heilman & Okimoto, 2007).
Likeability. The likeability scale (α = .80) consisted of two items. One bi-polar
adjective item (likeable - not likeable) and a second question, “How much do you think
you like your manager Jennifer/John” (not at all - very much). This scale was used as a
scale in previous research (Heilman & Okimoto, 2007).
Boss Desirability. The boss desirability scale (α = .95) consisted of three
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questions, “How much do you think you would want to work with Jennifer/John” (not at
all - very much); “How much do you want Jennifer/John to be your boss” (not at all very much); and “How would you feel about working with Jennifer/John as your
manager” (not pleased - pleased). This scale was used as a scale in previous research
(Heilman & Okimoto, 2007).
Interpersonal Hostility. The perceived hostility scale consisted of ten bi-polar
adjective items (α = .85) including, (abrasive - not abrasive, pushy - not pushy,
manipulative - not manipulative, selfish - not selfish, devious - not devious, conniving not conniving, competitive - not competitive, dominant - not dominant, deceitful - honest,
vindictive - not vindictive). This scale was compiled from a scale used in previous
research (Heilman & Okimoto, 2007).
Retaliatory Actions
Retaliatory actions against managers who express anger were assessed using
scales measuring overall evaluation of the manager, Jennifer (John), recommendations
for career advancement, retaliation and backlash.
Overall evaluation of manager. The overall evaluation scale consisted of four
questionnaire items (α = .82), “Overall, how would you rate Jennifer/John”, (very low –
very high); “How successful do you think Jennifer/John will be in this organization” (not
at all successful – very successful); “Rate Jennifer’s/John’s potential to excel in her/his
career” (very low – very high); and “To what degree do you recommend retaining
Jennifer/John in this organization” (not at all – very much). This scale was compiled from
a scale used in previous research (Heilman, Wallen, Fuchs & Tamkins, 2004).
Recommendations for career advancement. The recommendations for career
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advancement scale consisted of two questionnaire items (α = .94), “To what degree do
you recommend promoting Jennifer/John” (not at all – very much); and “To what extent
do you recommend Jennifer/John be placed in a prestigious upper-level position in the
organization” (not at all – very much). This scale was compiled from a scale used in
previous research (Heilman, et. al., 2004).
Retaliation. The retaliation scale consisted of twelve questionnaire items (α =
.91) adapted from Skarlicki and Folger’s Organizational Retaliatory Behavior scale
(1997). Participants were given the prompt: “To what extent would Jennifer’s/John’s
expression of anger towards you make you want to . . .” Sample scale items included
“disobey Jennifer’s/John’s instructions”; “talk back to Jennifer/John”; “gossip about
Jennifer/John”.
Backlash. The backlash scale consisted of nine questionnaire items (α = .81) and
was adapted from Rudman and Fairchild’s Fear of Backlash Scale (2004). Sample scale
items included, “To what extent do you think Jennifer/John is being too confident when
she/he expressed anger at you”; “To what extent do you think that, because Jennifer is a
woman/John is a man that she/he should not behave in a self promoting manner (by
expressing anger)”; “To what extent do you think Jennifer/John is being too confident
when she/he expressed anger at you”.
Violations to gender role stereotypes
The conceptual variable, Violations to Gender Role Stereotypes was based on
established research that shows that men are expected to be agentic and that women are
expected to be communal (Okimoto & Brescoll, 2010). In order to test violations to
gender role stereotypes, Okimoto and Brescoll (2010) proposed that a low score on the
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communality scale or conversely, a high score on the agency scale would indicate
violations to the female gender role stereotype. For men, a high score on the communality
score and a low score on the agency scale would be indicative of violations to the male
gender role stereotype.
Agency. The agency scale (α = . 80) consisted of five bi-polar adjective items
(active - passive, assertive - not assertive, bold - timid, dominant – submissive, strong –
weak), which were used as a scale in previous research (Heilman & Okimoto, 2007).
Communality. The communality scale (α = .90) consisted of three bi-polar
adjective items (caring - not caring, sensitive - not sensitive, supportive - not supportive),
which were based on a scale used in previous research (Heilman & Okimoto, 2007).
Threat to Managerial Resources
The conceptual variable, Threat to Managerial Resources was based on Johnson’s
(1976) distinction between and measurement of personal and concrete resources.
Personal resources are defined as those that “depend on a personal relationship, such as
liking or approval” (p. 101) and concrete resources are defined as “those which are
independent of relationships” (p. 101), such as control over money and knowledge.
Threats to managerial resources were measured using adapted scale items based on
French and Raven’s (1959) typology of power. Personal resources have been correlated
with French and Raven’s referent source of power while concrete resources have been
correlated with French and Raven’s measures of expert and reward power (Johnson,
1976; Carli, 2001). Researchers have noted that French and Raven’s (1959) typology has
been criticized for lacking conceptual consistency regarding the source or origin of
influence (Hinkin & Schriesheim, 1989). Hinkin and Schriesheim have gone on to show
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that most empirical studies have been limited “almost exclusively to field studies that
have primarily used single-item ranking scales (as opposed to rating or Likert-type
measures)” (p. 561). Thus the perceived power scales adapted to measure threat to
managerial resources were based on Hinkin and Schriesheim’s (1989) multi-sample
study, which refined the Schriesheim et al. (1985) scales to develop conceptually
consistent and psychometrically sound measures derived from French and Raven’s
original work (1959). Based on the results, Hinkin and Schriesheim concluded that these
measures of power bases demonstrated content validity, reasonable internal consistent
reliability, factor structure, discriminant validity, and criterion-related validity (1989, p.
566).
Expert Power. The expert power scale (α = .90) consisted of four items, which
asked participants to rate the extent that John or Jennifer’s anger threatened: 1. His/Her
ability to give good technical suggestions, 2. His/Her ability to share his/her considerable
experiences and training, 3. His/Her ability to provide sound job-related advice and 4.
His/Her ability to provide needed technical knowledge.
Reward power. The reward power scale (α = .95) consisted of four items, which
asked participants to rate the extent that John or Jennifer’s anger threatened: 1. How
much influence he/she had in your getting a promotion, 2. How much influence he/she
had in your getting a raise, 3. How much he/she can influence your pay level and 4. How
much he/she can provide you with special benefits.
Referent power. The referent power scale (α = .97) consisted of four items,
which asked participants to rate the extent that John or Jennifer’s anger threatened: 1.
How valuable he/she can make you feel, 2. How much he/she can make you feel he/she
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approves of you, 3. How personally accepted you feel by him/her and 4. How important
he/she can make you feel.
Anger Attributions
Attributions for managerial expression of anger were assessed using the
perceived locus of causality subscale of the Revised Causal Dimension Scale (McAuley,
Duncan, & Russell, 1992). This scale is the most widely used index of attribution (Coffee
& Rees, 2008) and is a revised version of The Causal Dimension Scale (CDS; Russell,
1982), which was developed to reflect Weiner’s (1979) model of attributions. The
perceived locus of causality subscale consisted of a composite of three bipolar items (α =
.81) (reflects an aspect of Jennifer herself/John himself – reflects an aspect of the
situation; inside of Jennifer/John – outside of Jennifer/John; something about
Jennifer/John – something about other people).
Manipulation checks
Manager Gender. To determine if the manipulation of manager gender was
effective, participants were asked to identify the gender of their manager (male or
female).
Quality of Relationship. To determine if the manipulation of quality of
relationship was effective, a forced-choice question was proposed to participants, “Do
you have a high quality relationship with Jennifer (John)” (yes/no). A second question
assessing manipulation of the quality of relationship variable consisted of a continuous as
opposed to a categorical measure. In this second question, participants were asked to
indicate how they would rank their relationship with their manager, Jennifer (John), on a
seven-point scale (1 = low quality, 7 = high quality).
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Anger. The creation of the perception of anger was also assessed. Participants
were asked, “What emotion did your manager, Jennifer (John), express in the scenario?”
A fixed list of seven feeling word choices were offered and included: happiness, sadness,
anger, angry, surprise, fear, disgust or other. The response options were based on
Ekman’s work on universal expressions of emotion (Ekman, 1974).
Demographics
The demographic questionnaire included age, gender (male/female/other), race
(White/Black/Hispanic or Latino/Native American/Asian or Indian/Pacific Islander/Two
or more races/other), educational attainment (high school/bachelor’s degree/master’s
degree/professional degree/doctorate/other), years of work experience, employment
status (full-time/part-time/not employed), industry of employment, and managerial
experience (in years).
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CHAPTER FOUR
Results
Manipulation Checks
Manager Gender. The manipulation of manager gender was successful.
Responses indicated that 304 (98%) participants correctly identified the gender of the
manager depicted in the scenario they were given (Jennifer or John). A chi-square
goodness of fit test indicated that there was a significant difference in terms of
identification of gender of manager in the conditions in which a female manager
(Jennifer) was depicted as well as in the conditions in which a male manager (John) was
depicted, with a X2 (1) = 283.63, p < .001.
Quality of Relationship. The manipulation for quality of relationship was
somewhat successful. While 99% of participants in the low-quality condition correctly
responded “no” to the assessment “Do you have a high quality relationship with Jennifer
(John)?” only 53% (n=154) of participants in the high-quality condition correctly
responded yes to this fixed-choice question. However, a second question assessing the
manipulation of relationship quality revealed that there was a significant difference
between the two groups. In this second question, participants were asked to rate their
relationship with their manager, Jennifer (John) on a seven-point scale (1 = low-quality, 7
= high-quality). An independent samples t-test indicated that there was a significant
difference between participants who received the low-quality relationship manipulation
(m=1.92) and participants who received the high-quality relationship manipulation (m =
4.16), t (309) = 15.39, p < .001.
Anger. The creation of the perception of anger was successful. Ninety percent of
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participants indicated that the manager in the scenario, Jennifer (John) had expressed
anger (n=281), 6% indicated that the emotion expressed was fear (n=19) and less than 1%
each indicated that they believed the expressed emotion to be disgust (n=4),
disappointment (n=3), distrust (n=1) or insecurity (n=1).
Selection of Control Variables
Guidelines outlined by Becker (2005) suggest that control variables should be
selected if they are shown to significantly correlate with one of the dependent variables or
if they have been suggested by prior research. The selection of control variables thus
began by determining if there were significant correlations or relationships between the
study variables. Correlations were computed among all dichotomous and continuous
demographic variables (participant gender, participant age, years of work experience,
years of management experience) and all dependent variables. These results are displayed
in Table 1. Results indicated that participant gender was significantly correlated with two
of the eight dependent variables, including boss desirability and hostility. Participant age,
work experience and management experience were not significantly correlated with any
of the independent or dependent variables.
In order to test for a significant relationship between the seven categorical
demographic variables (participant race, country of residence, level of education,
employment status, industry type, position in organization and prior management
experience) and all dependent variables, seven separate univariate analyses were
conducted.
Results of the seven univariate analysis of variance tests revealed that only one
categorical demographic variable, ‘participant position in organization’ had a significant
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effect on any of the dependent variables. The participant position in organization variable
asked participants to choose which position they currently or last held and included six
fixed-choices including: entry-level, mid-level, senior-level, executive-level,
president/CEO or other. Results indicated that ‘participant position in organization' had a
significant impact on the dependent variable, ‘recommendations for advancement’ such
that the higher the participant’s position in his or her organization, the higher he or she
rated managers who express anger on recommendations for advancement. Results are
displayed in Table 2.
The six remaining univariate analysis of variance tests all revealed non-significant
results (see Additional Tables in Appendix C). As a result of these analyses, both
participant gender and participant position in organization were included as control
variables in all subsequent analyses, whereas the remaining nine variables were not
included as control variables.
Test of Hypotheses
A number of statistical analyses were conducted in order to test the proposed
hypotheses. The means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations among the study
variables used in the analyses are presented in Table 1. Analyses of covariance were used
to test the main effect of gender in Hypothesis 1, and the interaction effects of manager
gender and quality of relationship in Hypothesis 2. Hierarchical linear regressions were
used to test the mediated moderations in Hypotheses 3-5.
Hypotheses 1 and 2. Eight analyses of covariance were conducted to test the
main effect of manager gender, quality of relationship and the interaction of manager
gender x quality of relationship on the eight dependent variables which assessed
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perception of and retaliatory actions against managers who express anger. These analyses
included the control variables of participant gender and position in organization. Table 3
presents condition means and standard deviations. Tests of between-subject effects for
each of the eight DVs are presented in Tables 4-11.
Results for the main effect of manager gender on participants’ perceptions of
managers who express anger revealed that participants rated female managers as
significantly less competent, F(1, 305) = 4.83, p < .05 than male managers. No
significant differences were found in terms of the rating of female managers who express
anger compared to male managers who express anger on perceptions of likeability, F(1,
305) = 2.09, ns, boss desirability F(1, 305) = .74, ns, or hostility F(1, 305) = 2.38, ns.
Results for the main effect of manager gender on retaliatory actions against
managers who express anger revealed that participants rated female managers who
express anger as being significantly less effective in terms of overall evaluation, F(1,
305) = 6.69, p < .01 and gave female managers who express anger more backlash than
they gave male managers who express anger, F(1, 305) = 30.37, p < .01. No significant
differences were found in terms of the ratings of female managers who express anger
compared to male managers who express anger on actions such as recommendations for
advancement, F(1, 305) = .99, ns, or retaliation, F(1, 305) = .35, ns.
Summary of Hypothesis 1. Hypothesis 1 was partially supported in that
participants rated female managers who express anger as significantly lower on
perceptions of competence than male managers who express anger. Hypothesis 1 was
also supported in that participants rated female managers who express anger as being
significantly lower in terms of overall evaluations and higher in terms of backlash than
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male managers who express anger. However Hypothesis 1 was not fully supported, as
participants did not rate female managers who express anger as significantly different
from male managers who express anger in terms of perceptions of likability, boss
desirability or hostility. Nor did participants rate female managers who express anger as
significantly different from male managers who express anger in terms of retaliatory
actions such as recommendations for advancement, or retaliation.
Hypothesis 2. Results for the main effect of quality of relationship on
participants’ perceptions of managers who express anger revealed that participants rated
managers in the low-quality relationship condition as being significantly less competent,
F(1, 305) = 24.77, p < .001, less likeable, F(1, 305) = 63.76, p < .001, less desirable as a
boss F(1, 305) = 54.92, p < .001, and significantly more hostile F(1, 305) = 23.98, p <
.001 than managers in the high-quality relationship condition who express anger.
Results for the main effect of quality of relationship on retaliatory actions against
managers who express anger revealed that participants rated managers in the low-quality
relationship condition who express anger as significantly less effective in terms of overall
evaluation, F(1, 305) = 33.44, p < .001, lower in terms of recommendations for
advancement, F(1, 305) = 27.60, p < .001, and rated them higher on retaliation, F(1, 305)
= 16.92, p < .001 than managers in the high-quality relationship condition. Results did
not reveal a significant main effect of quality of relationship on ratings of backlash for
managers who express anger F(1, 305) = 1.79, ns.
In terms of the interaction effect of manager gender and quality of relationship on
the eight DVs, no significant results were found for perceptions of or retaliatory actions
against managers who express anger. Specific ratings for the interaction effect of
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manager gender x quality of relationship on measures of managerial perceptions were as
follows: competence, F(1, 305) = .02, ns, likeability, F(1, 305) = .05, ns, boss
desirability F(1, 305) = .01, ns, and hostility F(1, 305) = .62, ns. Specific ratings for the
interaction effect of manager gender x quality of relationship on measures of retaliatory
actions were as follows: overall evaluation, F(1, 305) = .80, ns recommendations for
advancement, F(1, 305) = .00, ns, retaliation, F(1, 305) = .08, ns, and backlash, F(1, 305)
= .07, ns.
Summary of Hypothesis 2. Results testing Hypothesis 2 indicated that managers
who expressed anger within a low-quality relationship were rated significantly lower on
perceptions of competence, likeability, and boss desirability, and higher on hostility, and
were rated lower on retaliatory actions such as overall evaluation, and recommendations
for advancement, and significantly higher on retaliation than managers who expressed
anger in the high-quality relationship condition. However, quality of relationship did not
moderate the effect of manager gender on any of the eight measures of participants’
perceptions of or actions against managers who express anger. Therefore Hypothesis 2
was not supported.
Mediation Hypotheses. Hypotheses 3-5 were to be analyzed using Baron and
Kenny’s test for mediation (1986) in which a number of regression analyses are
conducted and the significance of the coefficients examined at each step. Hypotheses 3-5
were based on mediated moderation models, and proposed to test a number of conceptual
mediators that may have helped explain the interaction effects of manager gender x
quality of relationship. Specifically, Hypotheses 3-5 proposed to explain why female
managers who expressed anger in the low-quality relationship condition would receive
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higher ratings on negative perceptions and retaliatory actions than female managers who
expressed anger in the high-quality relationship condition, as well as why female
managers in the low-quality relationship condition would receive more negative
perceptions and retaliatory actions than male managers who expressed anger in either
relationship condition. However, as no significant interactions were found between the
predictor variables of manager gender (female/male) and quality of relationship
(low/high), there were no interaction effects to explain. Since it was not possible to test
these interaction effects, Hypotheses 3-5 were not supported.
Additional Analyses
Mediation of Main Effect of Manager Gender on DVs. While we were unable to
test Hypotheses 3-5 (as results from Hypothesis 2 indicated no significant interactions
between manager gender x quality of relationship on the eight DVs), further analyses
were conducted in order to test the possible mediating effects of the main predictor
variable, manager gender on the eight DVs by the three conceptual mediators, which
included, 1) violations to gender role stereotypes (measured by agency and
communality); 2) threats to managerial resources (measured by threats to expert, reward
and referent power; and 3) attribution of anger (measured by locus of causality).
Baron and Kenny’s test for mediation (1986) was used to examine the mediation
effects of the three conceptual mediators on the relationship between manager gender and
the eight DVs (competence, likeability, boss desirability, hostility, overall evaluations,
recommendations for advancement, retaliation and backlash). The first step was to
determine if the IV, in this case, manager gender (male/female), significantly predicted
the eight DVs. Prior results (from testing Hypothesis 1) had shown that there was a
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significant main effect of manager gender on three DVs including: competence, overall
evaluation and backlash.
Step two of the test for mediation examined whether the IV, (manager gender),
significantly predicted the three conceptual mediators (as measured by the six
aforementioned scales). Thus six hierarchical linear regressions were conducted. Results
indicated that manager gender significantly predicted ‘Violations to Gender Role
Stereotypes’ as measured by agency, β = -.11, p < .05, with an R2 = .04, p < .01,
revealing that women who expressed anger were seen as less agentic than men who
expressed anger. Manager gender was not shown to predict the communality measure of
‘Violations to Gender Role Stereotypes’, β = .50, ns, nor did it predict any one of the
three subscales used to measure ‘Threats to Managerial Resources’, including threats to
expert power, β = .03, ns, threats to reward power, β = .02, ns, and threats to referent
power, β = .01, ns. Finally, manager gender did not predict ‘Attributions of Anger’ which
were measured by a locus of causality subscale, β = .07, ns. Results are displayed in
Table 12.
The third step in the test for mediation examined the influence of the mediator
(agency) on the 3 DVs (competence, overall evaluation, backlash). Results revealed that
agency significantly predicted ratings of competence, β = .21, p < .05 and overall
evaluations, β = .14, p < .05 such that the higher the rating of agency, the higher the
rating of competence and overall evaluations. Results reported that agency did not
significantly predict ratings of backlash, β = .10, ns. Results from the final step in the test
for mediation examined the influence of the IV (manager gender) on the 3 DVs
(competence, overall evaluation, backlash) while controlling for the effect of the
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mediator (agency). Results revealed that when controlling for agency, the influence of
manager gender on ratings of competence was no longer significant (R2 = .05, ns), thus
showing that agency fully mediated the relationship between manager gender and
competence. Results from the mediation analysis also revealed that the influence of
manager gender on ratings of overall evaluations dropped significantly when controlling
for agency, (R2 change = .02), thus showing that agency partially mediated the
relationship between manager gender and overall evaluations. Results are displayed in
Table 13.
Participant Gender as a Third Predictor Variable. Results from the demographic
questionnaire indicated that over 70% of the sample consisted of female participants with
less than 30% male participants. Therefore an additional set of analyses were conducted
to test the possibility that participant gender behaved as a significant predictor variable in
addition to manager gender and quality of relationship in predicting employee
perceptions and retaliatory actions against managers who express anger. Research has
shown mixed results in terms of the effect of participant gender on impressions of
workplace anger expression. Several authors have indicated that participant gender does
play a significant role in perceptions of workplace anger, with men showing a greater
gender bias against women (Eagly, Karau & Makhijani, 1995; Schein, 1993, 2007).
However others have shown that both men and women hold equally robust gender role
stereotypes and that both genders demonstrate use of heuristics that discriminate against
women in the workplace (Kreamer, 2011).
To test the main and interaction effects of a 2 x 2 x 2 model of participant gender
(male/female) x manager gender (male/female) x quality of relationship (low/high) on the
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eight DVs assessing employee perceptions and retaliatory actions against managers who
express anger, eight analyses of covariance were conducted, using participants’ position
in organization as a control variable. Table 14 presents condition means and standard
deviations. Tables 15-22 present the tests of between-subject effects for each of the eight
DVs.
Main Effects of 2x2x2 Analysis. Overall, results for the main effect of participant
gender on perceptions of managers who express anger revealed that male participants
rated managers who express anger higher on likeability, F(1, 302) = 28.15, p < .05, boss
desirability, F(1, 302) = 7.46, p < .01, overall evaluation, F(1, 302) = 3.91, p < .05 and
lower on hostility, F(1, 302) = 7.99, p <.05 than female participants. Results for the main
effect of manager gender mirrored findings reported earlier, in that participants rated
female managers who express anger as being significantly lower on competence, F(1,
302) = 4.48, p <.05, lower on overall evaluations, F(1, 302) = 4.12, p <.05, and higher on
backlash, F(1, 302) = 23.88, p < .001, than male managers who express anger. Finally,
results for the main effect of quality of relationship also replicated findings reported
earlier, in that managers who expressed anger within a low-quality relationship were
rated lower on competence, F(1, 302) = 28.15, p <.001, likeability, F(1, 302) = 57.88, p
<.001, boss desirability, F(1, 302) = 47.69, p <.001, overall evaluations, F(1, 302) =
29.92, p <.001, and recommendations for advancement, F(1, 302) = 22.85, p < .001, and
were rated higher on hostility, F(1, 302) = 20.62, p < .001, retaliation, F(1, 302) = 14.08,
p < .001, and backlash, F(1, 302) = 3.79, p < .05 than managers who expressed anger
within a high-quality relationship.
Two-way Interaction Effects of 2x2x2 Analysis. Results revealed a significant two-
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way interaction between participant gender (male/female) x quality of relationship
(low/high) for ratings of competence, F(1, 302) = 4.87, p <.05. Based on a Fishers least
significant difference (LSD) value of 0.43, results indicated that male participants rated
managers who express anger within a high-quality relationship as being significantly
more competent than female participants did (m=4.21, 3.57). However no significant
difference was found between male and female participants in terms of their ratings of
competence for managers who express anger within a low-quality relationship (m=2.97,
3.11). This two-way interaction is further qualified by the significant three-way
interaction of subject gender x manager gender x quality of relationship, discussed below.
Three-way Interaction Effects of 2x2x2 Analysis. Results revealed a significant
three-way interaction between participant gender x manager gender x quality of
relationship for ratings of both competence, F(1, 302) = 2.17, p < .05 and backlash, F(1,
302) = 28.15, p < .05. These results are discussed in detail below.
Competence. For male participants, quality of relationship did not differentially
influence ratings of competence for male and female managers who expressed anger.
Male participants rated both male and female managers who expressed anger within a
high-quality relationship as significantly more competent (m=4.54, 3.72) than they rated
male and female managers who expressed anger within a low-quality relationship
(m=3.03, 2.93, Fisher’s LSD =1.54). Thus for male participants, quality of relationship
appeared to buffer both male and female managers against the negative effects of anger
expression on ratings of competence. Quality of relationship was expected to buffer
female managers, but that quality of relationship also buffered male managers was an
unexpected finding. Results for ratings of competence by male participants are displayed
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in Figure 6.
For female participants, quality of relationship did differentially influence ratings
of competence for female and male managers. Female participants rated female managers
who express anger within a high-quality relationship as being significantly more
competent than female managers who express anger within a low-quality relationship
(m=3.53, 2.95, Fisher’s LSD =.44). However, no significant differences were found for
female participants’ ratings of competence for male managers who express anger within a
high-quality relationship compared to male managers who express anger within a lowquality relationship (m=3.61, 3.21, ns). Thus, for female participants, our hypothesized
interaction between quality of relationship and gender of manager was confirmed.
Quality of relationship buffered against the negative effects of anger expression for
female managers, but not for male managers. Results for ratings of competence by female
participants are displayed in Figure 7.
Looking at the results of the three-way interaction across manager gender
revealed some other interesting findings. While no significant manager gender
differences were found for female participants’ ratings of competence for managers who
express anger, in that they did not rate male managers as significantly more competent
than female managers in either the low-quality condition (m=3.21, 2.95, ns), or in the
high-quality relationship condition (m=3.61, 3.53, ns), male participants did rate male
managers who express anger within a high-quality relationship as significantly more
competent than female managers who express anger within a high-quality relationship
(m=4.54, 3.72, Fisher’s LSD = .75). These gender differences were not found for male
participants’ ratings of competence for male managers who express anger within a low-
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quality relationship compared to female managers who express anger within a lowquality relationship (m=3.03, 2.93, ns). Thus it appears, that within a high-quality
relationship, male managers who express anger are not only buffered, but are boosted on
ratings of competence by male participants.
Backlash. Results from the three-way interaction for backlash revealed that for
male participants, quality of relationship differentially influenced ratings of backlash for
male and female managers who expressed anger. Male participants rated female
managers who expressed anger within a high-quality relationship similarly on backlash as
female managers who expressed anger within a low-quality relationship (m=4.33, 4.30,
ns). However male participants rated male managers who expressed anger within a highquality relationship significantly lower on backlash than male managers who expressed
anger within a low-quality relationship (m=3.09, 4.09, Fisher’s LSD = .59). In terms of
backlash ratings, a lower rating indicates a more positive perception. Thus quality of
relationship appeared to buffer male but not female managers on ratings of backlash as
rated by male participants. Results for ratings of backlash by male participants are
displayed in Figure 8.
For female participants, quality of relationship did not influence ratings of
backlash for male or female managers who expressed anger. Female participants rated
female managers who expressed anger within a high-quality relationship similarly to
female managers who expressed anger within a low-quality relationship on ratings of
backlash (m= 4.09, 4.20, ns). Likewise, female participants rated male managers who
expressed anger in a high-quality relationship similarly to male managers who expressed
anger in a low-quality relationship on ratings of backlash (m=3.63, 3.59, ns). In addition,
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ratings of backlash by female participants revealed a clear gender bias against female
managers, in that female participants indicated that they would assign more backlash to
female as compared to male managers in both the high and low-quality relationship
conditions. Results showed that female participants would assign more backlash to
female managers who expressed anger within a high-quality relationship than they would
to male managers who expressed anger within a high-quality relationship condition (m=
4.09, 3.63, Fisher’s LSD = .33), and that they would also assign more backlash to female
managers who expressed anger within a low-quality relationship than to male managers
who expressed anger within a low-quality relationship (m= 4.20, 3.59, Fisher’s LSD =
.33). Results for ratings of backlash by female participants are displayed in Figure 9.
An additional look at the results of the three-way interaction across manager
gender for ratings of backlash revealed further results of interest in terms of male
participants’ ratings. Male participants indicated that they would rate male managers who
expressed anger within a low-quality relationship similarly on backlash to female
managers who expressed anger within a low-quality relationship (m=4.09, 4.30, ns),
however, male participants indicated that they would rate male managers who expressed
anger within a high-quality relationship significantly lower on backlash than they would
rate female managers who expressed anger within a high-quality relationship (3.09, 4.33,
Fisher’s LSD = .58). These results would indicate that male managers who express anger
within a high-quality relationship are not only buffered but are further protected by their
high-quality relationship, in terms of backlash, and only when the ratings are assigned by
male participants.
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Summary of Additional Analyses
Additional Mediation Analysis. Results from the mediation analysis revealed that
agency fully mediated the relationship between manager gender and participants’ ratings
of managerial competence, and that agency partially mediated the relationship between
manager gender and participants’ ratings of overall evaluations. Agency was not found to
be a significant mediator between manager gender and ratings of backlash.
Additional 2 x 2 x 2 Analysis. Results from the 2 x 2 x 2 analysis, included
participant gender as an additional predictor variable, along with manager gender and
quality of relationship. This analysis revealed that male participants rated managers who
expressed anger higher on likeability, boss desirability, overall evaluation, and also on
hostility than female participants did. Results revealed a significant two-way interaction
between participant gender x quality of relationship for ratings of competence. Results
indicated that both male and female participants rated managers who express anger as
being significantly more competent in the high-quality versus the low-quality relationship
condition. Results also indicated that both male and female participants rated managers
who express anger as similarly competent in the low-quality relationship but that male
participants rated managers who express anger as being significantly more competent in
the high versus the low-quality relationship condition. This interaction was further
qualified by the significant 3-way interaction of participant gender x manager gender x
quality of relationship on ratings of competence, summarized below.
Competence. Results from the three-way interaction on ratings of competence
revealed that for female participants, quality of relationship buffered female managers
against the negative effects of anger expression, but did not appear to influence ratings of
competence for male managers who expressed anger, as was predicted. Results of the
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three-way interaction across manager gender also revealed that for male participants,
quality of relationship buffered female managers against the negative effects of anger
expression on ratings of competence, but actually boosted male managers on ratings of
competence, as male participants rated male managers who expressed anger as being
significantly more competent than male managers in the low-quality relationship
condition and as more competent than female managers in the high-quality relationship
condition.
Backlash. Results from the three-way interaction for backlash revealed that for
male participants, quality of relationship did not buffer women but that it did buffer male
managers. Mirroring results found in the three-way interaction for competence, result
revealed that for male participants, a high-quality relationship not only buffered but
further protected male managers from backlash for anger expression, as male participants
assigned significantly more backlash to female managers who expressed anger in a highquality relationship than they did to male managers.
Ratings by female participants, revealed a clear gender bias against female
managers in that female participants rated female managers who expressed anger higher
on backlash in both the high and low-quality relationship conditions than male managers.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Discussion
Overview
The purpose of the current study was to examine if a high-quality manager-employee
relationship could buffer female leaders from the negative perceptions and the retaliatory
actions they tend to receive for expressing anger. While research has consistently shown
that female leaders who express anger at work are penalized, little work has been done to
explore what could potentially buffer professional women from this backlash effect. As
prior research has established, manager gender has a significant impact on employee
perceptions of managerial anger; female managers are punished for expressing anger,
while male managers are often rewarded (Lewis, 2000; Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008). This
study sought to address the gap in the literature by investigating if a high-quality
manager-employee relationship could moderate this gender effect, buffering female
leaders who have established a high-quality relationship with their employees from the
negative perceptions and retaliatory actions they tend to receive for expressing anger.
Literature on gender role stereotypes purports that female leaders are punished for
expressing anger at work because their display of anger violates the gender stereotype
that women should be warm and communal, whereas men are rewarded for expressing
anger at work because their display of anger reinforces the stereotype that men should be
strong and agentic (Bakan, 1966, Eagly, 1987). Guided by extant research on gender role
stereotypes, it was expected that female leaders who had established a high-quality
relationship with their employees may have fulfilled the implicit expectation that they are
warm and communal, which may have then buffered them from being penalized for
expressing anger.
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The study predicted that manager gender (male/female) would interact with quality of
relationship (high/low) to show that female managers with a high-quality relationship
would be buffered from backlash, and that female managers in the low-quality condition
would not. It was expected that male managers would be rated no differently across the
high and low-quality relationship conditions for their expression of anger. In addition to
assessing whether or not a high-quality relationship would buffer female managers who
express anger from backlash, this study also intended to explore the mechanisms that may
have undergirded these interaction effects. Three conceptual mediators were proposed to
help explain the anticipated interaction effects between manager gender (male/female)
and quality of relationship (high/low) on employee perceptions of managers who express
anger. These mediators were based on past research on the role of gender stereotypes and
managerial power in terms of their influence on employee perceptions of managers who
express anger (Eagly, 1987; Johnson, 1976; Carli, 1999). The three mediating variables
proposed included: 1) violations to gender role stereotypes; 2) threats to managerial
resources; and 3) attributions for anger.
Influence of Manager Gender
As expected, results indicated that female managers who expressed anger received
more negative ratings than male managers who expressed anger (Lewis, 2000; Brescoll &
Uhlmann, 2008). Specifically, results indicated that participants viewed female managers
who expressed anger as significantly less competent, less effective in terms of overall
evaluations and more deserving of backlash than male managers who expressed anger.
These results are consistent with past research that shows that men are rated as being
more competent that women in managerial roles, and dates back to Virginia Schein’s
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“think manager, think male” (Schein & Davidson, 1993) as well as to role congruity
theory (Eagly & Karau, 2002), which illustrates that stereotypes of women as warm and
communal clash with stereotypes of an effective leader. Simply thinking about female
leadership requires one to resolve largely divergent expectations about leaders and
women, whereas thinking about male leadership allows one to combine highly congruent
expectations what men should be like (strong, agentic) with expectations of what a leader
should be like (strong, agentic) (Eagly & Karau, 2002). In addition, women who fulfill
their leadership roles in a particularly dominant, assertive, or directive style deviate
further from behavioral norms expected of women (Eagly & Karau, 2002), thus
furthering the gap between expectations of women and expectations of leaders, leading to
more negative perceptions of women (Eagly & Karau, 2002).
Study result show that participants did not perceive significant differences between
male and female managers who expressed anger on ratings of likeability, boss
desirability, hostility, recommendations for advancement, or retaliation. These results are
inconsistent with past research, which has shown that women are routinely and
consistently perceived more negatively for expressing anger than men (Brescoll &
Uhlmann, 2008; Lewis, 2000). Whereas past research on workplace anger expression has
been conducted within distant and or transactional relationships (Rudman & Fairchild,
2004; Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008), a major contextual difference in this study was the
assessment of workplace anger within the context of an ongoing, iterative manageremployee relationship. Notably, in this study, female managers who expressed anger
were not rated significantly different from male managers who expressed anger on ratings
of likeability and boss desirability, or what could be deemed the ‘warmth dimension’. At
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first glance this could be attributed to the contextual influence of the close workplace
relationship that was part of the current study, however upon further examination, it was
clear that scores for likeability and boss desirability were on average very low for both
male and female managers, regardless of the quality of relationship condition. Perhaps
this is an indication that as the workforce has become somewhat less hierarchical and
significantly more educated, in addition to including a higher number of working women
(Catalyst, 2013), perhaps the experience of anger from a manager is simply off-putting or
equally unlikeable for all employees, be it from a male or female manager.
Influence of Quality of Relationship
Contrary to our hypothesis that manager gender and quality of relationship would
interact to reveal that only female managers in the high-quality relationship were
buffered, results showed that a high-quality relationship behaved as a ‘buffer’ for both
male and female managers against negative perceptions and retaliatory actions for anger
expression. Both male and female managers were rated more negatively when they
expressed anger within a low-quality relationship as compared to when they expressed
anger within a high-quality relationship. Specifically, managers who expressed anger
within a low-quality relationship were seen as less competent, less likeable, less desired
as a boss, lower in terms of overall effectiveness and recommendations for advancement,
more hostile and more likely to receive retaliation than managers who expressed anger
within a high-quality relationship. These results suggest that, not surprisingly, managers
who express anger within a high-quality manager-employee relationship are rated
significantly more positively than managers who express anger within a low-quality
relationship. Overall this is not a surprising result, as our quality of relationship
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manipulation did inform participants in the high-quality condition that their manager
(Jennifer or John) had previously provide a high degree of care, warmth and support,
whereas in the low-quality condition, participants were told that their manager (Jennifer
or John) did not seem to show any signs of care, warmth or support and had conducted
the relationship in a particularly transactional manner. While anger did appear to cause
participants in the high-quality condition to perhaps question the degree of warmth or
care, and proved to be confusing, for participants in the low-quality condition, the
expression of anger by Jennifer (John) appeared to confirm or highlight the lack of
warmth, care and support in the relationship, leading to significantly more negative
ratings or managers in the low-quality condition.
Influence of Participant Gender
Notably, participant gender had a significant influence on perceptions of managerial
anger expression. Male participants rated managers who expressed anger less negatively
on ratings of boss desirability, hostility, overall evaluations, and backlash than female
participants. This indicates that overall, male participants were less effected or had less of
a problem with managerial anger expression than did female participants. These results
could be attributed to the differential socialization of girls and boys during childhood
(Cummings, Zahn‐Waxler, & Radke‐Yarrow, 1984) who showed that boys tend to show
les reaction to anger than do girls. Results could also be explained by addressing what
may be deemed preferences in communication styles between men and women (Belenky,
Clinchy, Goldberger, & Tarule, 1986). Campbell (1994) has shown that men and women
view anger very differently. Whereas women associate anger with a loss of self-control,
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men tend more often to see anger as a means of maintaining or gaining control and tend
to associate anger with integrity and courage.
In addition to the main effect of participant gender, results indicated that participant
gender interacted with manager gender and quality of relationship on ratings of
competence and backlash. Specifically, female participants perceived female mangers
who expressed anger in a high-quality relationship to be more competent than female
managers who expressed anger in a low-quality relationship but did not demonstrate this
buffering effect when they evaluated male managers who expressed anger. These results
fit with the study’s hypothesis which asserted that male managers are not generally
punished but are instead often rewarded for expressing anger. In addition, as previously
hypothesized, a high-quality relationship may have fulfilled employee expectations that
their female manager would provide them with the requisite warmth and support
expected of a woman, which may have then buffered her from being punished in terms of
being seen as less competent for her expression of anger. By contrast, a female manager
who expressed anger within the context of a low-quality relationship may have failed to
meet this expectation of warmth and support; the consequence being punishment in terms
of being seen as less competent than her female counterpart who expressed anger within a
high-quality relationship.
Female participants rated male managers no differently on ratings of competence
across the relationship conditions. While male managers who had established a highquality relationship with their direct reports were expected to be better liked than their
male counterparts who had a low-quality relationship, as results did confirm, a highquality relationship did not in fact “buffer” male managers against negative sanctions for
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expressing anger. Mean scores on ratings of competence indicate that this is because male
managers were not in fact “punished” for expressing anger to begin with, so there was
really nothing to buffer against.
For male participants, quality of relationship also acted as a buffer on ratings of
competence for female managers who expressed anger. Interestingly and unexpectedly,
quality of relationship appeared to ‘boost’ ratings of competence for male managers who
expressed anger, when they were rated by male participants. Results revealed that not
only did male participants rate male managers who expressed anger within a high-quality
relationship as significantly more competent than male managers who expressed anger
within a low-quality relationship (what could be called a ‘buffer’), male participants rated
male managers who expressed anger within a high-quality relationship as being
significantly more competent than female managers who expressed anger within a highquality relationship (what could be called a ‘boost’).
The unexpected finding that quality of relationship boosted male managers ratings of
competence, specifically and only when they were rated by fellow male employees may
be explained in part by the idea of “man glow”, in that men who display positive femalestereotyped traits, such as warmth, not only maintain their masculine-typed positive
perceptions (competence) but actually gain from, or are “boosted” by their display of
positive feminine-typed characteristics, such as warmth (Cuddy, Fiske & Glick, 2004; D.
Noumair, personal communication, October 31, 2012). That this occurred only for ratings
of competence for male managers by male participants but not female participants could
be tied in with the findings from the main effect of participant gender on perceptions of
managerial anger, in that male participants tended to rate managers who express anger
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less negatively than female participants, again suggesting that male employees or
participants are more comfortable or accepting of workplace anger expression as a sign of
managerial integrity and competence.
In terms of backlash, female participants showed a clear gender bias against female
managers on ratings of backlash, indicating that they would engage in significantly more
backlash against female managers who express anger as compared to male managers who
express anger, regardless of quality of relationship. This is consistent with the major
findings in the field that show that anger expressed by women violates female gender
stereotypes while anger expressed by men does not (Bakan, 1966; Eagly, 1987). Results
from this study delved one step beyond the present findings to show that, in this study,
other women appear to be harsher critics of female managers who violate gender role
stereotypes, even more so than men, irrespective of quality of relationship. These
findings parallel results found by Kreamer (2011) who showed that women who violate
workplace norms are judged significantly more harshly by their female colleagues than
by their male colleagues. Thus female participants were shown to ‘blast’ female
managers on ratings of backlash, irrespective of quality of relationship.
The backlash scale in this study assessed participants’ perceptions of the degree to
which they experienced the expression of anger to be in violation of how a manager
should behave within the workplace, based on his or her gender. A higher rating on the
backlash scale indicated that participants believed that the manager should feel
particularly ashamed and embarrassed for his or her expression of anger (Rudman &
Fairchild, 2004). The fact that female participants rated female managers who expressed
anger as more deserving of backlash regardless of relationship quality indicates that
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women hold particularly robust notions of what women consider to be appropriate
‘shoulds’ and ‘should nots’ for other women in the workplace (Eagly et al., 1991).
Results from this study indicate that female managers who express anger at work are
‘blasted’ by female participants by being rated significantly higher on backlash than men.
For male participants, while quality of relationship had no buffering effect on ratings
of backlash for female managers, quality of relationship did appear, once again, to
favorably influence ratings of backlash for male managers who expressed anger. Male
participants indicated that not only would they engage in significantly less backlash
against male managers who expressed anger within a high-quality relationship as
compared to male managers who expressed anger within a low-quality relationship (the
buffer), but that they would engage in significantly less backlash against male managers
who expressed anger within a high-quality relationship as compared to female managers
who expressed anger within a high-quality relationship (the boost).
The finding that quality of relationship favorably influenced or ‘boosted’ ratings of
male managers on backlash (in this case, a ‘boost’ meaning lower ratings of backlash),
specifically and only when rated by fellow male employees, may also be explained by the
idea of “man glow”. That these results were found only for ratings given by male
participants expands on what has previously been discussed in the literature of the
benefits men incur when they display positive, female-typed traits. Cuddy, Fiske and
Glick’s (2004) study on workers who are also perceived as parents as well as
professionals in the workplace, showed that unlike women who gain warmth but lose
competence, men who are perceived as parents maintain their competence and gain in
perceptions of warmth. While results from the Cuddy et. al. (2004) study were found for
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both male and female perceivers, results from this study show that male managers who
expressed anger within a high-quality relationship received this boost only from other
male workers, but not from female workers. This suggests that working men may hold
more compartmentalized expectations or notions of what is required of other male
workers, perhaps indicating that men do not expect or demand that other men show a
great deal of warmth or display characteristics of affective trust that are foundational to a
high-quality manager-employee relationship. Thus, when men do display what could be
deemed as positive female-stereotyped behaviors, such as displaying high affective trust
within a high-quality relationship, they are rewarded, as this behavior may come as a
pleasant and unexpected ‘surprise’. By contrast, male managers who expressed anger
were not given this boost in terms of backlash when rated by female participants. This
result may indicate that professional women may have less compartmentalized ideations
and expectations of how men should behave at work and are not as likely to see a highquality relationship displayed by men as exceptional or deserving of special treatment. It
could also be linked to research discussed above, showing that women are simply less
tolerant of the expression of anger and seem to perceive it as being fundamentally
negative, whereas men appear to associate a number of positive qualities with the
expression of anger (method of gaining control, displaying integrity and courage etc.,
Campbell, 1994).
Overall, these findings suggest that the impact of participant or perceiver gender must
be carefully considered when assessing perceptions of workplace anger. Prior research
has shown mixed results in terms of the effect of participant gender on impressions of
workplace anger expression, with a number of researchers suggesting that men tend to
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rely more on stereotypical views of women, and thus judge them more harshly for
violating gender role stereotypes (Eagly, Karau & Makhijani, 1995; Schein, 1993, 2007),
whereas other results have shown that women in fact tend to judge other women more
harshly for violating gender role stereotypes in the workplace (Kreamer, 2011).
Results from the current study indicate that there is still much to be discovered about
the influence of employee or perceiver gender on perceptions of female managers who
violate gender role stereotypes. Rather than debate who tends to show more gender bias
against women who express anger, be it men or other women, a more useful question
may be in terms of how male and female observers differ in their judgment and
perceptions of female managers who violate gender role stereotypes by expressing anger.
Results from this study indicate that it is not a question of whether it is men or women
who discriminate against female managers who violate gender stereotypes, but more a
question of understanding how perceptions of these women are differentially influenced
by employee or participant gender. Results from this study indicate that both male and
female participants demonstrate differential aspects of punishment for female leaders
who express anger. In addition, only male participants were shown to consistently boost
ratings for male managers who express anger, and did so only when anger was expressed
within the context of a high-quality manager-employee relationship, an unexpected
finding that invites further thought and consideration.
Mediation of Manager Gender by Agency on ratings of Competence and Overall
Evaluations
Results from the mediation analysis revealed that agency fully mediated the influence
of manager gender on participants’ ratings of managerial competence, and partially
mediated the relationship between manager gender and participants’ ratings of overall
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evaluations. These results are consistent with prior research which has shown that the
primary reason that men are often rated as more competent than women in the workplace
is due to men being seen as inherently agentic, a male-stereotyped trait, whereas women
are not (Bakan, 1966; Eagly, 1987; Heilman & Okimoto, 2007). Agency was also shown
to partially mediate the influence of manager gender on participants’ ratings of overall
evaluations. These results are consistent with past research, which has also shown that
men are generally evaluated more favorably in managerial or leadership roles (Lewis,
2000; Eagly & Karau, 2002), again, due to the stereotype that men are inherently agentic,
while women are not. As this was only a partial mediation, part of the influence on
ratings of overall evaluations came directly from the difference in manager gender. Thus,
aside from being seen as less agentic than men who express anger, perhaps women who
expressed anger in this study were also seen as being “out of control” and overly
emotional, as were the women in Brescoll & Uhlmann’s study who expressed anger in
the workplace (2008). Perhaps female leaders who express anger at work are rated less
favorably on overall evaluations than male managers who express anger at work due to
their being seen as less agentic in addition to the perception that they are out of control
and emotionally reckless, where men are not seen as being out of control and emotionally
reckless for displaying anger (Brescoll & Uhlmann, 2008).
Limitations and Future Research
This study had several limitations, the first of which was the use of a “paper people”
methodology, which presented a limited amount of information to participants in order to
precisely manipulate the independent variables of manager gender and quality of
relationship, in addition to establishing an overall perception of managerial anger. In the
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workplace, the manager-employee relationship is a considerably richer and more
complex relationship based on a number of ongoing, dynamic and iterative interactions.
Any generalizations of study results to the workplace must therefore be exercised with
caution. Future research should explore alternative methodologies to address concerns
about external validity, in particular field research, which would be a great compliment to
the lab-based research methodologies that have been previously used to examine
perceptions of workplace anger.
Related to the issue of assessing perceptions of workplace anger within a more
realistic workplace context, it would appear that the task of establishing the condition of a
high-quality relationship proved to be quite complex. The manipulation check of quality
of relationship revealed that while establishing a low-quality manager-employee
relationship was not difficult (99% of participants in the low-quality condition correctly
identified that they had a low-quality relationship with their manager in the scenario),
establishing a high-quality manager-employee relationship proved to be much more
nuanced, as only 53% of participants in the high-quality relationship condition reported
having a high-quality relationship with the manager in the scenario. However, a second
question assessing manipulation of relationship quality, conducted along a continuous as
opposed to a dichotomous scale, revealed that there was a substantial and significant
difference between the two groups, such that participants in the high-quality relationship
condition rated the quality of their relationship to be much higher than participants in the
low-quality relationship condition. However it is possible that the strong incidence of
anger that participants experienced at the end of the vignette, across all conditions,
strongly impacted the quality of relationship manipulation, leading participants in the
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high-quality condition to doubt their relationship with their manager while confirming or
further solidifying the perception of a low-quality relationship for participants in the lowquality relationship condition. These results indicate that study variables that are of a
strong personal and affective nature, such as quality of relationship, may be better
understood in a real-world setting, in which these variables could be assessed in the field
within established relationships that have developed naturally over time and that contain
significant variance in terms of the nature of affect and trust within the relationship.
Secondly the sample obtained for this study must also be examined for limitations in
terms of generalizability. The study sample was heavily skewed in terms of gender as it
was made up of over 70% of women and less than 30% of men. It was also a highly
educated sample; 97% of participants indicated having earned a bachelors degree, and
over 55% of participants indicated having earned a masters or doctorate degree. Results
from this study would therefore be most useful when applied to workplace settings and
work roles which require a high educational attainment and would be less relevant or
useful in industries in which the educational requirements are not as high (i.e.
manufacturing, construction, retail sales). Participants with higher levels of education
may have been previously exposed to concepts of stereotyping and issues related to
gender, which may result in their perceiving male and female leader behavior differently
from participants who have not been exposed to these concepts or ideas.
On a related note the context used in this study was that of a white collar financial
institution, which depicted the participant in the role of a consultant. Different industries
may have different implicit norms of what constitutes an acceptable expression of anger.
For example, the perception of acceptable workplace anger is likely to be different within
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the context of the military as compared to context of a governmental or educational
institution. Future research may be able to contribute to this body of work by examining
if and how implicit norms and expectations of anger vary across different industries and
work cultures to show how this may influence perceptions of male and female managers
who express anger.
Thirdly, the use of a convenience sample methodology resulted in a sample that
consisted of a number of participants who resided outside of the United States. This was
largely due to the fact that the researcher was based in Europe over the course of the
study, while her main network consisted of individuals in the United States and Canada.
While all participants indicated that English was their native language or that they were
fluent or bilingual speakers of English, culture differences may have had an impact on the
study results. Future research should be conducted and compared across various cultural
settings to determine the influence of cultural (country-specific) norms on gender
stereotyping and how this impacts perceptions of mangers who express anger.
Related to the issue of cultural influences is the issue of race, both the manager’s race
as well as the participant’s race, which may have also had an influence on participant’s
perceptions of managerial anger. While the race of the manager depicted in the scenario
(Jennifer or John) was not specified, participants were asked what race they perceived the
manager in the scenario (Jennifer or John) to be. Two-hundred and twenty-seven
participants (73%) indicated that they thought the manager (Jennifer or John) was White,
10 participants (3.2%) selected the “2 or more races” option, while 2 participants (1%)
each selected Black and Hispanic. Seventy participants (22.5%) indicated that they could
not decipher race from the information that had been provided. A number of the written
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comments participants offered in response to the open field option of this question
demonstrated a defensiveness or the engagement of impression management on the part
of participants. Some participants alluded to the fact that they thought this was a trick
question, while one participant said this quite clearly. This defensive posturing in terms
of identifying projections about managerial race may be related again to the highlyeducated population in the sample, who may be more aware of impression type research
as well as the issues related to racial stereotypes. Research conducted within a field
setting may help alleviate some of these demand characteristics thus allowing researchers
to assess how participants’ perceptions of or projections of managerial racial identity may
influence perceptions of managerial anger expression.
Fourthly, future research should consider and include participant gender as a valuable
predictor variable in terms of perceptions of managers who express anger in the
workplace. While research on the impact of participant gender has been inconclusive
(Eagly, Karau & Makhijani, 1995; Schein, 1993, 2007), results from this study indicate
that it is an important variable to include and understand. Results from this study showed
that male and female workers not only vary in their perceptions of male and female
managers but that both men and women hold perceptions that lead to significantly more
negative views of female managers who express anger than male managers who express
anger. Future research could help identify the particular differences in terms of the ways
and the reasons that men and women stereotype and discriminate against female
managers who express anger. Including participant gender as predictor variable in future
studies would help increase our understanding of the “man glow” effect, in terms of why
male participants tend not only to “buffer” but to “boost” ratings of male managers who
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express anger within a high-quality relationship. Gaining an understanding of why men
seem to receive this boost in ratings, in particular from other men, may also help us to
identify what can be done to challenge this seemingly underserved “man glow” effect.
In terms of guiding future research, it is of note that the type of anger displayed in this
study could be classified as a form of direct aggression or what may thought of as being a
more masculine or ‘male-typed’ display of anger (Richardson & Green, 1999). Anger can
be expressed in numerous ways, including indirect aggression or passive-aggressiveness.
As opposed to raising one’s voice or banging one’s fist, as the managers in this scenario
did, anger could also be expressed in a less aggressive, less physical manner. Not
returning emails or phone calls may also be a way of expressing one’s anger. Future
research would do well to measure various forms and degrees of anger to see if there is
the expression of direct versus indirect forms of anger differentially influence how male
and female managers are perceived.
Lastly, but importantly, given that professional women continue to be penalized for
expressing anger in the workplace, future research must continue to investigate the
differential perceptions of male and female leader behavior to see what, if anything, may
serve as a buffer against the negative perceptions and retaliatory actions women in
leadership roles receive for expressing anger in the workplace.
Implications for Practice
The results of this study suggest that professional women, as compared to men in
leadership roles, may face negative perceptions and retaliatory actions by employees for
expressing anger at work, which may hinder their effectiveness as leaders and key
workplace influencers, in addition to causing increased fatigue and frustration for being
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treated differently than their male colleagues (Tavris, 1989; Rudman & Fairchild, 2004).
Research has shown that differences in employee perceptions of men and women as
agents of influence in the workplace have serious consequences for women in leadership
roles (Carli, 1999). Not surprisingly, a recent census by U.S. think tank Catalyst revealed
that while women make up approximately 51.5% of managerial roles within the U.S.,
they hold less than 15% of executive positions, and less than 5% of existing CEO roles
(2013).
In terms of quality of the manager-employee relationship, study results indicated that
managers who had a high-quality relationship with their employees were rated
significantly less negatively for expressing anger than their colleagues who had a lowquality relationship with their employees. These results were found for male and female
managers, suggesting that the development and establishment of a high-quality
relationship, based on affective trust, would be beneficial to both men and women in
leadership roles. Increasing awareness of the role of relationship quality for managers
could be achieved through training and educational programs, but could also be
addressed by including an assessment of relationship quality within an annual
performance review or within a managerial competency model.
Study results revealed that participant gender had a significant impact on ratings of
perceptions of managers who express anger, showing that both male and female
participants rated female managers more negatively for expressing anger than they rated
male managers. While female participants indicated that they would engage in
significantly more backlash against female managers, regardless of quality of
relationship, male participants indicated that they would rate female managers who
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expressed anger within a high-quality relationship more negatively on competence and
backlash than they would rate male managers who expressed anger within a high-quality
relationship. This does not bode well for female managers who face discrimination from
both their male and female employees. While some studies have shown that male
employees tend to hold more discriminatory perceptions against female bosses than
female employees (Schein, 2007), it may be important for female managers to learn that
they may also face negative perceptions from their female staff members. Interestingly
enough, results from the study also suggest that male managers interacting with male
employees may stand to benefit the most from establishing a high-quality manageremployee relationship.
Conclusion
This study highlights the fact that professional women in leadership roles are rated
more negatively for expressing anger in the workplace than their male colleagues, even
when they have established a high-quality relationship with their employees. Results also
revealed that there was a significant interaction effect in terms of participant gender, in
that male and female participants rated managers who expressed anger differently across
the high and low-quality relationship conditions. While quality of relationship buffered
female managers on ratings of competence by both male and female participants, quality
of relationship was shown to ‘boost’ ratings of competence for male managers when they
were rated by male participants. Secondly, results revealed that female participants
‘blasted’ or engaged in significantly more backlash against female managers, regardless
of quality of relationship, while ratings by male participants showed that quality of
relationship once again ‘boosted’ their ratings of male managers on backlash, (in this case
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a ‘boost’ meant lower ratings of backlash). The results of this study therefore suggest that
a high-quality manager-employee relationship can buffer female managers from negative
perceptions for expressing anger, but that this relationship is moderated by the gender of
the participant, employee or the person on the receiving end of the anger. In addition, the
buffering capabilities of quality of relationship were shown to vary significantly
depending on the specific measure being evaluated (competence versus backlash).
Results from this study suggest that women themselves are just as likely if not more
likely than men to discriminate against professional women for expressing anger at work.
Further research is required to better understand the complex interaction of manager
gender, quality of relationship and participant gender in terms of how they influence
employee perceptions of managers who express anger at work. While this study revealed
that a high-quality relationship is not enough to fully buffer women from the negative
perceptions and retaliatory actions they receive for expressing anger at work, results
indicate that male managers may receive a surprising boost from a high-quality
relationship in terms of how they are perceived for their expression of anger, in particular
when the person doing the perceiving is a fellow male employee.
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Figure 6: Ratings of Competence by Male Participants
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Figure 7: Ratings of Competence by Female Participants
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Figure 8: Ratings of Backlash by Male Participants
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Figure 9: Ratings of Backlash by Female Participants
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-.01

-.08

.03

.10

4

.31**

.03

-.05

-.14*

.08

-.04

-.07

-.11*

.00

5

-.07

-.23**

.29**

.31**

-.26**

.38**

.41**

.27**

6

-.17**

-.19**

.39**

.49**

-.46**

.48**

.49**

7

-.27**

-.29**

.65**

.64**

-.65**

.80**

8

-.32**

-.27**

.69**

.66**

-.57**

9

.31**

.16**

-.45**

-.53**

10

-.26**

-.14*

.68**

11

-.18**

-.22**

12

.30**

13

Notes. N = 311 *p = < .05, ** = p < .01. Participant gender code dummies include 0=female 1 = male. Manager gender code dummies include
0=female 1=male

.96

1.38

.89

1.29

1.21

3.39

7. Competence

.08

-.02

6. Quality Relationship

Dependent Variables

.06

-.03

.00

.03

1

5. Manager Gender

1.23

7.12

6.66

4. Management Experience
(years)

Independent Variables

9.83

12.43

3. Work Experience (years)

10.51

SD

36.10

Mean

2. Participant Age

1. Participant Gender

Control

Variable

Table 1: Means, Standard Deviations and Intercorrelations for All Study Variables
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1.71

4.23

4.19

4.43

3.40

18. Threats to Reward Power

19. Threats to Referent Power

20. Attributions for Anger

1.48

2.13

1.92

1.21

2.62

16. Communality

17. Threats to Expert Power

1.00

SD

5.19

Mean

15. Agency

Mediator Variables

Variable

.17**

.00

-.00

-.00

.14

.01

1

-.09

.03

.06

.04

-.06

-.14*

2

-.12*

.02

.07

.02

-.06

-.17**

3

.06

-.05

-.00

-.05

-.04

-.16*

4

-.06

-.01

-.02

-.03

-.04

-.11*

5

.29**

.10

.07

.04

.36**

.08

6

.36**

.07

.01

.01

.53**

.21**

7

.53**

.00

-.02

-.02

.75**

-.03

8

Table 1 (cont’d): Means, Standard Deviations and Intercorrelations for All Study Variables

.52**

.04

.02

.01

.67**

.00

9

-.42**

-.03

.00

.01

-.56**

-.03

10

.42**

.06

.03

.03

.53**

.14*

11

.40**

.03

.04

.02

.57**

-.03

12

-.19**

.09

.07

.07

-.21**

.04

13
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20. Attributions for Anger

-.18**

-.02

19. Threats to Referent Power
.03

.02

-.01

.03

-.02
-.04

.00

15

-.25**

.10

14

18. Threats to Reward Power

17. Threats to Expert Power

16. Communality

15. Agency

Mediator Variables

Variable

.49**

.04

-.01

-02

16

-.08

.81**

.86**

17

-.04

.91**

18

-.03

19

Table 1 (cont’d): Means, Standard Deviations and Intercorrelations for All Study Variables
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Table 2: Univariate Tests for Effects of Participant Management Experience
Dependent Variables

F

Hypothesis

Error df

Sig

df

Competence

.80

5

305

.55

Likeability

1.66

5

305

.15

Boss Desirability

1.41

5

305

.22

Hostility

2.16

5

305

.06

Overall Evaluation

1.72

5

305

.13

3.67

5

305

.00**

Retaliation Scale

1.45

5

305

.21

Backlash Scale

1.66

5

305

.15

Recommendation for
Advancement

1.33

3.33

2.32

3.14

2.16

M

1.26

.99

1.21

.96

SD

Likeability

2.88

1.85

2.74

1.79

M

1.51

.99

1.27

.93

SD

Boss
Desirability

4.48

4.91

4.57

5.08

M

1.12

.77

.76

.88

SD

Hostility

Notes. Female/Low n =77, Female/High n=75, Male/Low n = 80, Male/High, n = 79

3.88

High Quality

1.18

1.11

3.57

3.18

1.07

SD

2.95

M

Low Quality

Male Manager

High Quality

Low Quality

Female Manager

Condition and
Target

Competence

Table 3: Means and Standard Deviations for Dependent Measures

3.90

3.31

3.68

2.94

M

1.08

1.00

1.06

.94

SD

Overall
Evaluations

2.92

2.14

2.76

2.03

M

1.33

1.19

1.40

1.19

SD

Rec. for
Advancement

3.03

3.62

3.07

3.75

M

1.47

1.24

1.27

1.41

SD

Retaliation

3.51

3.69

4.14

4.24

M

1.01

.93

.87

.85

SD

Backlash
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Table 4: Test of Between-Subjects Effects on Competence
Source

Type III Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Corrected Model

44.76

5

8.95

6.47

.00

Intercept

830.36

1

830.36

599.81

.00

Subject Gender

3.61

1

3.61

2.61

.11

Position in Org

1.17

1

1.17

.85

.36

Manager Gender

6.69

1

6.69

4.83

.03

Quality Relationship

34.30

1

34.30

24.77

.00

Manager Gender * Quality
.02
Relationship

1

.02

.02

.90

Error

422.23

305

1.38

Total

4049.25

311

Corrected Total

467.00

310

R Squared = .10 (Adjusted R Squared = .08)
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Table 5: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Likeability
Source

Type III Sum of
Squares

Corrected Model

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

85.20

5

17.04

13.96

.00

589.14

1

589.14

482.81

.00

Subject Gender

5.54

1

5.54

4.54

.03

Position in Org

.48

1

.48

.39

.53

2.55

1

2.55

2.09

.15

77.80

1

77.80

63.76

.00

.06

1

.06

.05

.82

Error

372.17

305

1.22

Total

2783.25

311

457.37

310

Intercept

Manager Gender
Quality Relationship
Manager Gender * Quality Relationship

Corrected Total
R Squared = .19 (Adjusted R Squared = .17)
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Table 6: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Boss Desirability
Source

Type III Sum of
Squares

Corrected Model

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

87.38

5

17.48

12.40

.00

389.22

1

389.22

276.05

.00

Subject Gender

10.34

1

10.34

7.33

.01

Position in Org

.00

1

.00

.00

.96

1.05

1

1.05

.74

.40

77.43

1

77.43

54.92

.00

.02

1

.02

.01

.91

Error

430.04

305

1.41

Total

2179.67

311

517.41

310

Intercept

Manager Gender
Quality Relationship
Manager Gender * Quality Relationship

Corrected Total
R Squared = .17 (Adjusted R Squared = .16)
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Table 7: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Hostility
Source

Type III Sum of Squares

Corrected Model

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

24.71

5

4.94

6.80

.00

1879.83

1

1879.83

2587.34

.00

Subject Gender

6.31

1

6.31

8.69

.00

Position in Org

.02

1

.02

.03

.84

1.72

1

1.72

2.37

.12

Quality Relationship

17.42

1

17.42

23.97

.00

Manager Gender *
Quality Relationship

.45

1

.45

.62

.43

Error

221.59

305

.72

Total

7287.28

311

246.31

310

Intercept

Manager Gender

Corrected Total
R Squared = .10 (Adjusted R Squared = .08)
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Table 8: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Overall Evaluations
Source

Type III Sum of Squares

Corrected Model

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

44.85

5

8.97

8.62

.00

925.69

1

925.689

889.17

.00

Subject Gender

3.67

1

3.67

3.52

.06

Position in Org

.04

1

.04

.04

.85

6.96

1

6.96

6.69

.01

Quality Relationship

34.82

1

34.82

33.44

.00

Manager Gender *
Quality Relationship

.83

1

.83

.80

.37

Error

317.53

305

1.04

Total

4079.94

311

362.37

310

Intercept

Manager Gender

Corrected Total
R Squared = .12 (Adjusted R Squared = .11)
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Table 9: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Recommendations for Advancement
Source

Type III Sum of Squares

Corrected Model

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

48.23

5

9.65

5.87

.00

468.54

1

468.54

285.23

.00

Subject Gender

1.64

1

1.64

.99

.31

Position in Org

.01

1

.01

.00

.94

1.63

1

1.63

.98

.32

Quality Relationship

45.34

1

45.34

27.60

.00

Manager Gender *
Quality Relationship

.00

1

.00

.00

.97

Error

501.02

305

1.64

Total

2431.00

311

549.25

310

Intercept

Manager Gender

Corrected Total
R Squared = .09 (Adjusted R Squared = .07)
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Table 10: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Retaliation
Source

Type III Sum of
Squares

Corrected Model

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

32.77

5

6.55

3.57

.00

960.46

1

960.46

523.73

.00

Subject Gender

.08

1

.08

.04

.83

Position in Org

1.11

1

1.11

.61

.43

.63

1

.63

.34

.55

31.02

1

31.02

16.91

.00

.14

1

.14

.08

.77

Error

559.33

305

1.83

Total

4120.82

311

592.11

310

Intercept

Manager Gender
Quality Relationship
Manager Gender * Quality Relationship

Corrected Total
R Squared = .05 (Adjusted R Squared = .04)
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Table 11: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Backlash
Source

Type III Sum of Squares

Corrected Model

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

33.07

5

6.61

7.94

.00

1089.13

1

1089.13

1308.27

.00

Subject Gender

.17

1

.17

.20

.65

Position in Org

3.87

1

3.87

4.65

.03

25.28

1

25.28

30.36

.00

Quality Relationship

1.48

1

1.48

1.78

.18

Manager Gender *
Quality Relationship

.06

1

.06

.07

.78

Error

253.91

305

.83

Total

4986.15

311

286.98

310

Intercept

Manager Gender

Corrected Total
R Squared = .11 (Adjusted R Squared = .10)

Agency

-.11*

.01*

Scale or
Sub Scale

Manager Gender

R2
.01

.03

Threats to Expert
Power

.00

.02

Threats to Reward
Power

Threats to Managerial Resources

Dependent Variables

.00

.01

Threats to
Referent Power

.00

-.06

Locus of Causality

Attribution for
Anger

Notes. N = 311. * = p < .05 ** = p < .01 Standardized regression coefficients are reported. Manager gender dummy codes include 0=female
1=male.

.02

-.04

Communality

Violations to Gender Role
Stereotypes

Mediator
Variable

Table 12: Mediating Effect of Manager Gender on Mediators
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.01

.02*

-.14*

Step 1

.02*

.14*

Step 2

.02

.03*

-.12*

Step 3

Overall Evaluations

.01**

.31**

Step 1

.01

.10

Step 2

Backlash
Step 3

Notes. N = 311. * = p < .05 ** = p < .01 Standardized regression coefficients are reported. Manager gender dummies include
0=female 1=male

R2 change

.05

Step 3

R2
.04**

.21*

Step 2

-.09

.01*

-.11*

Step 1

Competence

Manager Gender on
DVs, controlling for
Agency

Mediation Effect

Agency on DVs

Indirect Effect

Manager Gender on
DVs

Main Effect

Variable

Dependent Variables

Table 13: Mediating Effect of Agency on: Competence, Overall Evaluations, and Backlash
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4.54

High Quality

1.31

1.17

1.37

1.02

SD

3.15

2.34

3.44

2.32

M

1.27

1.03

1.35

.86

SD

Likeability

3.25

2.07

3.29

1.94

M

1.41

1.18

1.27

.89

SD

Boss
Desirability

4.06

4.72

4.38

4.94

M

.85

.76

.72

.70

SD

Hostility

4.12

3.47

4.09

2.97

M

.94

1.05

1.24

.84

SD

Overall
Evaluation

3.00

2.23

3.13

2.04

M

1.00

1.10

1.50

1.10

SD

Rec. for
Advancement

2.71

3.67

3.20

3.81

M

1.21

1.48

1.14

1.40

SD

Retaliation

3.20

4.09

4.33

4.30

M

.85

1.34

.76

.68

SD

Backlash

Notes. Male Subject/Female Manager/Low Quality n =28, Male Subject/Female Manager/High Quality n = 16, Male Subject/Male Manager/Low
Quality n =15, Male Subject/Male Manager/High Quality n =23

3.03

3.72

2.93

M

Low Quality

Male Manager

High Quality

Low Quality

Female Manager

Subject Gender:
Male

Condition and
Target

Competence

Table 14: Means and Standard Deviations for Dependent Measures
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Table 14 (cont’d): Means and Standard Deviations for Dependent Measures
Competence Likeability

Boss
Desirability

Hostility

Overall
Evaluation

Rec. for
Advancement

Retaliation

Backlash

M

M

M

M

SD

M

M

SD

M

Condition and
Target
SD

M

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

Subject Gender:
Female
Female Manager
Low Quality

2.95

1.12

2.16

1.01

1.71

.95

5.15

.98

2.93

1.00

2.02

1.25

3.71

1.43

4.20

.94

High Quality

3.53

1.04

3.05

1.16

2.59

1.23

4.62

.76

2.93

1.00

2.66

1.37

3.03

1.30

4.09

.90

Low Quality

3.21

1.19

2.34

1.03

1.80

.95

4.95

.77

3.23

1.00

2.11

1.21

3.61

1.19

3.59

.88

High Quality

3.61

1.25

3.15

1.27

2.73

1.54

4.65

1.03

3.81

1.13

2.89

1.44

3.17

1.56

3.63

1.04

Male Manager

Notes. Female Subject/Female Manager/Low Quality n =49, Female Subject/Female Manager/High Quality n = 59, Female Subject/Male
Manager/Low Quality n =65, Female Subject/Male Manager/High Quality n =56
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Table 15: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Competence
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849.43

56.41

1

1

8

2.83

1.42

4.48

2.08

1.05

849.43 624.80

.00

.04

.15

.30

.00

Sig.

1.421
1
6.08
28.15

.34

F

2.83
1
38.27
.92

.03

df

Position in Org

6.08
1
1.25

4.87

.33

Source

Subject Gender

38.27
1

6.62

.93

.04

Mean
Square

Manager Gender

1.25

1

1.26

2.17

Type III Sum of
Squares

Subject Gender * Manager
Gender
6.62

1

2.94

Quality Relationship

.00

Subject Gender * Quality
Relationship
1.26

1

1.36

5.19

Manager Gender * Quality
Relationship
2.94

302

7.05

Subject Gender * Manager
Gender * Quality Relationship

410.58

311

Corrected Model

Error

4049.25

310

Intercept

Total

466.99

Corrected Total
R Squared = .12 (Adjusted R Squared = .09)
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Table 16: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Likeability
Source

Type III Sum of
Squares

Corrected Model

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

88.79

8

11.09

9.09

.00

624.42

1

624.42

511.63

.00

Position in Org

.39

1

.39

.32

.57

Subject Gender

4.70

1

4.70

3.85

.05

Manager Gender

1.18

1

1.18

.96

.33

70.64

1

70.64

57.88

.00

Subject Gender * Manager
Gender

.05

1

.05

.04

.83

Subject Gender * Quality
Relationship

2.48

1

2.48

2.03

.16

Manager Gender * Quality
Relationship

.15

1

.15

.13

.72

1.20

1

1.20

.98

.32

Error

368.57

302

1.22

Total

2783.25

311

457.36

310

Intercept

Quality Relationship

Subject Gender * Manager
Gender * Quality Relationship

Corrected Total
R Squared = .19 (Adjusted R Squared = .17)
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Table 17: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Boss Desirability
Source

Type III Sum of
Squares

Corrected Model

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

89.42

8

11.17

7.88

.00

450.36

1

450.36

317.79

.00

Position in Org

.00

1

.00

.00

.98

Subject Gender

10.57

1

10.57

7.46

.01

.33

1

.33

.23

.63

67.58

1

67.58

47.69

.00

Subject Gender * Manager
Gender

.07

1

.07

.05

.82

Subject Gender * Quality
Relationship

1.84

1

1.84

1.30

.25

Manager Gender * Quality
Relationship

.06

1

.06

.04

.83

Subject Gender * Manager
Gender * Quality Relationship

.16

1

.16

.11

.74

Error

427.98

302

1.41

Total

2179.66

311

517.41

310

Intercept

Manager Gender
Quality Relationship

Corrected Total
R Squared = .17 (Adjusted R Squared = .15)
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Table 18: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Hostility
Source

Type III Sum of
Squares

Corrected Model

df

Mean
Square

F

26.28

8

1693.58

1

Position in Org

.04

1

.04

.05

.82

Subject Gender

5.82

1

5.82

7.99

.01

Manager Gender

1.89

1

1.89

2.60

.11

15.02

1

15.02

20.62

.00

Subject Gender * Manager
Gender

.47

1

.47

.64

.42

Subject Gender * Quality
Relationship

.53

1

.53

.73

.39

Manager Gender * Quality
Relationship

.04

1

.04

.06

.80

Subject Gender * Manager
Gender * Quality Relationship

.41

1

.41

.56

.45

Error

220.03

302

.72

Total

7287.28

311

246.31

310

Intercept

Quality Relationship

Corrected Total
R Squared = .10 (Adjusted R Squared = .08)

3.28

Sig.

4.50

.00

1693.58 2324.50

.00
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Table 19: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Overall Evaluations
Source

Type III Sum of
Squares

Corrected Model

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

46.75

8

5.84

5.59

.00

962.29

1

962.29

920.76

.00

Position in Org

.03

1

.03

.03

.86

Subject Gender

4.09

1

4.09

3.91

.05

Manager Gender

4.30

1

4.30

4.12

.04

31.27

1

31.27

29.92

.00

Subject Gender * Manager
Gender

.00

1

.00

.00

.93

Subject Gender * Quality
Relationship

1.31

1

1.31

1.26

.26

Manager Gender * Quality
Relationship

1.19

1

1.19

1.14

.28

.52

1

.52

.50

.48

Error

315.62

302

1.04

Total

4079.93

311

362.37

310

Intercept

Quality Relationship

Subject Gender * Manager
Gender * Quality Relationship

Corrected Total
R Squared = .12 (Adjusted R Squared = .10)
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Table 20: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Recommendations for Advancement
Source

Type III Sum of
Squares

Corrected Model

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

49.80

8

6.22

3.76

.00

486.99

1

486.99

294.47

.00

Position in Org

.00

1

.00

.00

.95

Subject Gender

1.99

1

1.99

1.20

.27

Manager Gender

.63

1

.63

.38

.54

37.80

1

37.80

22.85

.00

Subject Gender * Manager
Gender

.16

1

.16

.09

.75

Subject Gender * Quality
Relationship

.56

1

.56

.33

.56

Manager Gender * Quality
Relationship

.16

1

.16

.10

.75

Subject Gender * Manager
Gender * Quality Relationship

.90

1

.90

.54

.46

Error

499.44

302

1.65

Total

2431.00

311

549.24

310

Intercept

Quality Relationship

Corrected Total
R Squared = .09 (Adjusted R Squared = .06)
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Table 21: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Retaliation
Source

Type III Sum of
Squares

Corrected Model

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

36.76

8

4.59

2.49

.01

920.95

1

920.95

500.82

.00

Position in Org

1.23

1

1.23

.66

.41

Subject Gender

.02

1

.02

.01

.91

Manager Gender

1.43

1

1.43

.77

.38

25.89

1

25.89

14.08

.00

Subject Gender * Manager
Gender

1.59

1

1.59

.86

.35

Subject Gender * Quality
Relationship

.74

1

.74

.40

.52

Manager Gender * Quality
Relationship

.09

1

.09

.05

.82

1.34

1

1.34

.72

.39

Error

555.34

302

1.83

Total

4120.82

311

592.11

310

Intercept

Quality Relationship

Subject Gender * Manager
Gender * Quality Relationship

Corrected Total
R Squared = .06 (Adjusted R Squared = .03)
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Table 22: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Backlash
Source

Type III Sum of
Squares

Corrected Model

df

Mean
Square

F

39.52

8

1079.44

1

Position in Org

3.55

1

3.55

4.34

.04

Subject Gender

.46

1

.46

.56

.45

19.57

1

19.57

23.88

.00

3.10

1

3.10

3.79

.05

Subject Gender * Manager
Gender

.26

1

.26

.31

.57

Subject Gender * Quality
Relationship

2.12

1

2.12

2.59

.11

Manager Gender * Quality
Relationship

1.64

1

1.64

2.00

.16

Subject Gender * Manager
Gender * Quality Relationship

3.96

1

3.96

4.84

.03

Error

247.46

302

.81

Total

4986.15

311

286.98

310

Intercept

Manager Gender
Quality Relationship

Corrected Total
R Squared = .13 (Adjusted R Squared = .11)

4.94

Sig.

6.02

.00

1079.44 1317.33

.00
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APPENDIX A: Experimental Procedure
Email Solicitation
Subject Line: Do you have full time work experience? Participate in a study and be
eligible to win one of ten $25 gift cards!
Dear . . .
I am writing to request your participation in a dissertation study on impressions of
managers in the workplace. Specifically, I am investigating participant’s impressions of
managers who express anger in the workplace.
I am contacting you in the hope that you might be willing to participate in my research.
The only requirements are that you have one-year of full-time work experience and be 18
years of age or older. As a small token of appreciation, those who participate in the study
will be eligible to enter a lottery to win one of ten, $25 VISA gift cards.
Please click on the link below to be directed to the survey. It is relatively short and should
take no longer than 10-15 minutes to complete:
https://tccolumbia.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_2486srkqjDO8nVr

Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary and your responses will be kept
completely confidential. I am interested in looking at the data in the aggregate and am not
interested in examining your specific responses in any way. If you have any questions or
comments, please email me at ag2347@columbia.edu.
THANK YOU for your time and consideration in completing the survey. Your
participation is greatly appreciated and will hopefully shed important new light on the
workplace dynamics involving employees and their managers.
Sincerely,
Avina Gupta
Doctoral Candidate
Program in Social-Organizational Psychology
Teachers College, Columbia University
ag2347@columbia.edu
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Informed Consent
Teachers College, Columbia University 525 West 120th Street
New York NY 10027
212 678 3000
www.tc.edu
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Avina Gupta, M.A.
RESEARCH STUDY: Impressions of Managers in the Workplace
DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH: You are invited to participate in a study on the
perception of managers in the workplace. The procedure of this study involves reviewing
a scenario in which you will be asked to assume the role of an employee who is
interacting with his or her manager. You will then be asked to complete a questionnaire,
which will ask you about your impressions of the manager depicted in the scenario. This
study is not a test and there are no right or wrong answers.
In order to participate in this study, you must:
(1) Be aged 18 or over and,
(2) Have at least 1 year of work experience (full or part time)
This study is being conducted by Avina Gupta, M.A., a doctoral candidate in the
Department of Organization & Leadership at Teachers College, Columbia University.
This study has been approved by the Institutional Review Board of Teachers College,
Columbia University (Protocol #: 13-138).
RISKS AND BENEFITS: The benefits and risks associated with this study are minimal.
If you do not wish to participate in the study or wish to withdraw participation during the
study, simply leave the survey at any time.
PAYMENTS: Participants are eligible to enter a draw to win one of ten $25 VISA gift
cards. Odds of winning the draw are approximately 4.5% or one in twenty-two people.
DATA STORAGE TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY: Your responses in this study will
be kept private and anonymous. All data will be kept confidential and will only be
reported in a aggregate format. All questionnaires will be concealed, and no one other
than the Primary Investigator will have access to them. The data collected will be stored
in a Qualtrics-secure database until it has been deleted by the Primary Investigator.
TIME INVOLVEMENT: Your participation will take approximately 10-15 minutes. It is not
possible to save your work and continue later. Once you begin the survey you must
complete it within one sitting.
HOW WILL RESULTS BE USED: The results from this study may be presented at
conferences, meetings, articles, or used for educational purposes.
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PARTICIPANT'S RIGHTS
• I have read the Research Description above and understand that my participation
in this study is completely voluntary.
• I may refuse to participate or withdraw from participation at any time without
jeopardy to future medical care, employment, student status or other entitlements.
• The researcher may withdraw me from the research at her professional
discretion.
• If, during the course of the study, significant new information that has been
developed becomes available which may relate to my willingness to continue to
participate, the investigator will provide this information to me.
• Any information derived from the research project that personally identifies me
will not be voluntarily released or disclosed without my separate consent, except
as specifically required by law.
• If at any time I have any questions regarding the research or my participation, I
can contact the investigator Ms. Avina Gupta (ag2347@columbia.edu), who will
answer my questions.
• If at any time I have comments, or concerns regarding the conduct of the
research or questions about my rights as a research subject, I should contact the
Teachers College, Columbia University Institutional Review Board/IRB. The phone
number for the IRB is (212) 678-4105. Or, I can write to the IRB at Teachers
College, Columbia University, 525 W. 120th Street, New York, NY, 10027, Box 151.
• For my personal records, I should print a copy of the Research Description and
this Participant's Rights document.
• By checking the box below and clicking “Next”, I agree to participate in this
study.
YES, I have read and understand the above, and I agree to participate in this study. I am
18 years of age or older, and I have completed at least 1 year of work experience.
NO, I have read and understand the above, and I do not agree to participate in this
study.
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Instructions:
In this study you will be given a role-play scenario in which you will be asked to assume
the role of an employee who is interacting with his or her direct manager. Please
imagine yourself in this scenario, as best as you can. After reading the scenario, you will
be asked to answer some questions about your initial impressions about the manager
depicted in the scenario.
On the following pages you will find a set of background materials. These materials
include a short description of the organization you work for as well as some information
about your manager.
It is not possible to go back in the survey, or save your work and complete it at a later
time, therefore please read each page before you proceed to the next one!
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Background Information
You are a consultant on the Leadership Development team in the Human Resources
Department at Wade Financial, a large strategy consulting firm. You work closely with
your manager, Jennifer (John) Waller, who is an Organizational Development (OD)
Generalist. Jennifer (John) is your direct supervisor.
An organizational chart depicting the professional relationships within the Human
Resources Department at Wade Financial is provided below and includes both Jennifer's
(John’s ) role as well as your own.
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Friday Morning at Wade Financial
It is Friday morning, just before noon, and you are sitting at your desk at Wade
Financial, going through your email. As you are scrolling through your messages, you
click on an email from your old friend Pat Matthews. Pat had emailed you about a job
opening that had recently become available on your Leadership Development team at
Wade Financial. The new position was also set to report to your manager, Jennifer
(John). Pat had asked you what it was like to work with Jennifer (John), and more
specifically what it is like to have her (him) as a supervisor. You had composed a short
email telling Pat a little bit about what Jennifer (John) was like as a manager.

Click to the next page to see the email you had sent to Pat a few days ago.
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To: Pat Matthews
Subject: Re: Opening in your department at Wade Financial
Date: Monday January 14, 2013 3:23:17 PM EDT
Dear Pat,
I’m glad you wrote to ask me what it is like to have Jennifer
(John) as a boss before you apply for the position on our team.
I’d describe Jennifer (John) as someone who is professional,
prepared and dedicated to her (his) job. She (He) is pretty
careful and organized in her (his) work and most of the other
managers seem to respect her (him) and trust her (him) to get the
job done. I would describe my personal work relationship with
Jennifer (John) by first saying that I feel comfortable sharing
my ideas with her (him) and that she (he) seems comfortable doing
the same with me. I can talk openly with Jennifer (John) about
work problems and she (he) always listens to me. I know that if I
shared my problems with Jennifer (John), she (he) would respond
in a constructive and caring way. I would be disappointed if one
of us was transferred and we couldn't work together anymore. In
addition to having a functioning work relationship, I feel like
Jennifer (John) really cares about and supports me as a person.
I hope this information has been helpful. Let me know if there’s
anything else I can do to help, and good luck with the job search
Pat.
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Friday Afternoon at Lunch:
As you sit down to lunch, your phone beeps indicating that you have received an urgent
work message. You check the screen and see that Jennifer (John) has just sent you an
email marked "Urgent: UG Project Meeting". The email is about the UG Project - an
important client project that you have been working on around the clock. In her (his)
email, Jennifer (John) asks you to meet her (him) right after lunch, mentioning that the
UG Project had taken a turn for the worst.
Please click to the next screen to view the "Urgent" email you just received from
Jennifer (John).
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From : jennifer.waller@wade.com (john.waller@wade.edu)
Subject: URGENT: UG Project Meeting
Date: Friday Jan 18, 2013 1:06:46 PM EDT
The UG project is in serious trouble and I need to speak with you
immediately; it’s urgent. The project can’t continue like this,
we need to make some serious changes. Meet me in Conference Room
B after lunch.
Jennifer (John)
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The Meeting with Jennifer (John)
You quickly finish your lunch and rush back to your desk. You gather your UG Project
notes and rush down the hall to Conference Room B. The conference room is empty and
it looks like Jennifer (John) hasn’t arrived yet. You walk inside and take a seat, feeling
slightly nervous. Less than a minute later, Jennifer (John) walks in the room and slams
the door shut behind her (him). She (He) sits down in the chair across from you, and
folds her (his) arms across her (his) chest. She (He) turns to face you and in a very
angry tone of voice, tells you that that she (he) is, “incredibly disappointed with the
results of the project and with your work in particular.” Jennifer (John) bangs her (his)
fist on the table in front of you and raises her (his) voice again. She (He) looks at you
sternly and tells you that she (he) is very upset and that she (he) better see some
immediate improvement in your performance. She (He) tells you that the project has
been a huge set back for her (him), and for Wade Financial.
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Survey Debrief:

Thank you sincerely for participating in this survey!
Your involvement is greatly appreciated. The specific aim of the current study is to
investigate whether a manager's gender (male/female) and the quality of the
relationship (high quality/low quality) between the manager and employee has an
influence on the employee's perception of the manager who expressed anger.
Please note that all of your responses to the questions in this survey will be kept
confidential and will only be used for this research study. If you have further questions
or concerns about this project, please feel free to contact me, Avina Gupta, at
ag2347@columbia.edu.
Additionally, as a token of my appreciation for your participation in the study, you are
eligible to receive one of ten $25 VISA gift cards. You may click on the link below which
will redirect you to an external website to enroll in the gift card lottery. This is done to
ensure your privacy.
In order to enroll in the lottery, you will be asked to enter your email address and this
anonymously generated ID code: ${e://Field/ResponseID}
Go to the survey lottery.
Thank you again for your participation!
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APPENDIX B: Dependent Measures
Negative Perceptions
Competence Scale (α = .79; Heilman & Okimoto, 2007)
1. competent-incompetent
2. effective-ineffective
3. productive-unproductive
Likeability (α = .87; Heilman & Okimoto, 2007)
1. likeable - not likeable
2. How much do you think you would like Jennifer (John)?
Boss desirability (α = .93; Heilman & Okimoto, 2007) )
1. How much do you think you would want Jennifer (John) to be your boss?
2. How do you feel about having Jennifer (John) as your manager?
3. How much do you think you would want to work with Jennifer (John)?
Interpersonal Hostility (α = .83; Heilman & Okimoto, 2007)
1. abrasive – not abrasive
2. pushy – not pushy
3. manipulative – not manipulative
4. selfish – not selfish
5. devious – not devious
6. conniving – not conniving
7. competitive – not competitive
8. dominant – not dominant
9. deceitful – not deceitful
10. vindictive – not vindictive
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Measures: Retaliatory Actions
Overall Evaluation of Manager (α = .89; Heilman, Wallen, Fuchs & Tamkins, 2004)
1. Overall, how would you rate Jennifer (John)
2. How successful do you think Jennifer (John) will be in this organization?
3. Rate Jennifer’s (John’s) potential to excel in her (his) career
4. To what degree do you recommend retaining Jennifer (John) in the
organization?
Recommendations for career advancement (α = .91; Heilman, Wallen, Fuchs &
Tamkins, 2004)
1. To what degree do you recommend promoting Jennifer (John)?
2. To what extent do you recommend Jennifer (John) be placed in a prestigious
upper-level position in the organization?
Adapted from Organization Retaliation Behavior Scale (α = .88; Skarlicki & Folger,
1997)
Prompt: “To what extent would Jennifer’s (John’s) expression of anger towards
you make you want to. . .”
1. refuse to work weekends or overtime when asked
2. leave a mess unnecessarily (not clean it up)
3. disobey Jennifer’s (John’s) instructions
4. talk back to Jennifer (John)
5. gossip about Jennifer (John)
6. spread rumors about Jennifer (John)
7. give Jennifer (John) the silent treatment
8. fail to give Jennifer (John) required information
9. look busy while wasting time
10. take an extended coffee or lunch break
11. intentionally work slower
12. spend time on personal matters while at work
Adapted from Fear of Backlash Index (α = .87; Rudman & Fairchild, 2004)
1. How much do you dislike Jennifer (John) for expressing anger at you?
2. How proud do you think Jennifer (John) should feel for expressing anger at
you?
3. How embarrassed do you think Jennifer (John) should feel for expressing
anger at you?
4. To what extent do you think that Jennifer (John) is being too confident when
she/he expressed anger at you?
5. To what extent do you think Jennifer (John) is being too assertive when she/he
expressed anger at you?
6. To what extent do you think Jennifer (John) as being vain for expressing anger
at you?
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7. To what extent do you think that, because Jennifer is a woman (John is a
man), she (he) should not behave in a self-promoting manner, by expressing
anger at you?
8. To what extent do think that Jennifer (John) acted out of character for a
woman (man)?
9. To what extent do you dislike Jennifer (John) because she (he) acted out of
character for a woman (man) by expressing anger at you?
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Measures: Violations to Gender Role Stereotypes
Agency Scale (α = .95; Heilman & Okimoto, 2007)
1. strong – weak
2. assertive - not assertive
3. tough –not tough
4. bold - timid
5. active - passive
6. dominant - submissive
Communality Scale (α = .87; Heilman & Okimoto, 2007)
1.
2.
3.
4.

supportive - not supportive
understanding – not understanding
sensitive - not sensitive
caring - not caring
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Measures: Threat to Managerial Resources
Adapted from Bases of Social Power Scale (Hinkin & Schriesheim, 1989)
“How much will Jennifer’s (John’s) anger threaten . . .”
Expert Power (Hinkin & Schriesheim, 1989)
1. Her (His) ability to give you good technical suggestions?
2. Her (His) ability to share her (his) considerable experiences and training with
you?
3. Her (His) ability to provide you with sound job-related advice?
4. Her (His) ability to provide you with needed technical knowledge?
Reward Power (Hinkin & Schriesheim, 1989)
1.
2.
3.
4.

How much influence she (he) has in your getting a promotion?
How much influence she (he) has in your getting a raise?
How much she (he) can influence your pay level?
How much she (he) can provide you with special benefits?

Referent Power (Hinkin & Schriesheim, 1989)
1.
2.
3.
4.

How valuable she (he) can make you feel?
How much she (he) can make you feel she/he approves of you?
How personally accepted you feel by her (him)?
How important she (he) can make you feel?
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Measures: Attributions for Anger
Adapted from Revised Casual Dimension Scale (McAuley, Duncan, & Russell, 1992)
Prompt: “Please rate the extent to which Jennifer’s (John’s) behavior is caused by
something:”
Locus of Causality, (α = .77; McAuley, Duncan, & Russell, 1992)
1. That reflects an aspect of Jennifer herself (John himself) – Reflects an aspect
of the situation
2. Inside of Jennifer (John) – Outside of Jennifer (John)
3. Something about Jennifer (John) – Something about other people
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Demographics and Control Variables
1.
2.
3.

Age
Gender (male/female/other)
Race (White/Black/Hispanic/Native American/Asian or Indian/Pacific
Islander/2 or more races/Other)

4.
5.

Country of Residence
Educational attainment (high school/bachelors/masters/professional
degree/doctorate/other)

6.
7.
8.
9.

Years of work experience
Employment status (full-time/part-time/not currently employed)
Industry of employment
Position in organization (entry/mid/senior/executive/president or
CEO/other)
Managerial Experience (yes/no)
Years of managerial experience

10.
11.
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APPENDIX C: Additional Tables
Univariate Tests for Effects of Participant Race
Dependent Variables

F

Hypothesis

Error df

Sig

df

Competence

.99

7

303

.44

Likeability

.83

7

303

.57

Boss Desirability

1.82

7

303

.08

Hostility

.74

7

303

.64

Overall Evaluation

1.10

7

303

.36

.88

7

303

.52

Retaliation Scale

1.85

7

303

.08

Backlash Scale

1.92

7

303

.07

Recommendation for
Advancement
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Univariate Tests for Effects of Participant Country of Residence
Dependent Variables

F

Hypothesis

Error df

Sig

df

Competence

.87

11

299

.57

Likeability

1.06

11

299

.39

Boss Desirability

1.18

11

299

.30

Hostility

.83

11

299

.61

Overall Evaluation

1.06

11

299

.39

1.71

11

299

.07

Retaliation Scale

.43

11

299

.94

Backlash Scale

.81

11

299

.63

Recommendation for
Advancement
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Univariate Tests for Effects of Participant Educational Attainment
Dependent Variables

F

Hypothesis

Error df

Sig

df

Competence

1.54

5

305

.18

Likeability

.78

5

305

.57

Boss Desirability

.23

5

305

.95

Hostility

.28

5

305

.19

Overall Evaluation

.90

5

305

.48

.68

5

305

.64

Retaliation Scale

.26

5

305

.24

Backlash Scale

.58

5

305

.72

Recommendation for Advancement
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Univariate Tests for Effects of Participant Employment Status
Dependent Variables

F

Hypothesis

Error df

Sig

df

Competence

1.03

2

308

.36

Likeability

.02

2

308

.99

Boss Desirability

.27

2

308

.76

Hostility

.67

2

308

.51

Overall Evaluation

.39

2

308

.68

.37

2

308

.69

Retaliation Scale

1.10

2

308

.33

Backlash Scale

.30

2

308

.75

Recommendation for
Advancement
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Univariate Tests for Effects of Participant Industry Type
Dependent Variables

F

Hypothesis

Error df

Sig

df

Competence

.30

9

301

.98

Likeability

1.07

9

301

.38

Boss Desirability

.61

9

301

.79

Hostility

.94

9

301

.49

Overall Evaluation

.65

9

301

.76

.44

9

301

.91

Retaliation Scale

.78

9

301

.64

Backlash Scale

.71

9

301

.70

Recommendation for
Advancement
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Univariate Tests for Effects of Participant Management Experience
Dependent Variables

F

Hypothesis

Error df

Sig

df

Competence

.62

1

309

.80

Likeability

.03

1

309

.86

Boss Desirability

.04

1

309

.84

Hostility

.01

1

309

.92

Overall Evaluation

.18

1

309

.68

2.89

1

309

.09

Retaliation Scale

1.89

1

309

.28

Backlash Scale

.65

1

309

.42

Recommendation for
Advancement

